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ABSTRACT
As we are at the beginning of the Second Machine Age, where Al, Machine Learning, and
Robotics technologies are increasingly influencing this revolution, we are experiencing significant
automation changes in many industries such as warehousing and distribution centers. Many of
the jobs in these industries aren't just being transformed but also partially or fully automated,
often replacing the lowest skilled workers. Even though the core technologies driving automation
today are improving exponentially, there are still many areas where human workers exceed and
thrive. Some of the jobs might be automated, but there are some tasks which prove to be
difficult for machines to perform.
The research tries to understand how technology is automating tasks within warehousing jobs
right now? By applying rigorous metrics, developed by Erik Brynjolfsson and Tom Mitchell to
jobs within warehouses, the thesis aims to show which tasks within these jobs have the highest
suitability for machine learning and robotics automation. The research includes the analysis of
the not automated tasks and the possible reasons and opportunities for automation.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Not many years ago as we were at the beginning of the Second Machine Age (Brynjolfsson and
McAfee, 2016), we thought that machines would never replace specific jobs. We believed that
there is a uniqueness to what we, as humans can do. Tasks which involve creativity,
communication, problem-solving, precise manual work or 'making sense' out of things, were not
possible for the machines. Well, it turned out that yet again we are being surprised by how rapidly
technologies are improving. The 'human things' are more and more often these days done by
sophisticated algorithms and robust yet precise robotics systems. Machines can now write poems
(Burgess, 2016) pick strawberries, (Peters, 2017) bots that are news reporters (Keohane, 2016)
cook dinners (Gibson, 2015) and learn tasks from people by watching their body movements
(Lawton, 2014). Not only things are changing in the ways we did not expect but the speed of the
change is exceeding our predictions, and we are not ready for it!
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The premise of this thesis focuses on current automation in a workplace, when we are just at the
very beginning of the Second Machine Age. Particular focus is on the jobs in distribution centers,
where many of the low skilled workers' jobs have been partially or fully automated, or reengineered, or might be soon automated if the innovation keeps the current pace. So why an
understanding of these automation trends is critical especially now? It isn't our first industrial
revolution, we have been through this before. However, this time the stakes appear to be much
higher as the opportunities, as well as the consequences resulting from the technological advances,
can bring the change and the effects much faster. This time, the change is a skill-biased technical
change (Autor, 2002), meaning that those who work in some industries and who are better skilled,
gain more benefits from the advancement and relatively more productivity increase over those
who are unskilled. At the same time, the change affects the demand for the workers who are
skilled. Those workers who are unskilled might not find a new job or will not have an opportunity
to re-train in such a short time or the skillset previously required for their job, has completely
changed. Technology is empowering, but it also leaves some people behind.

As pessimistic as it might sound, I am very hopeful for the future, and I am very excited to live
in the times where I can experience and witness all of it. The times, where I can use technologies
which not only make me a smarter and better person but also to have access to tools that augment
my skills and empower me at work and school in ways in which I would not have imagined before.
I am being surprised every day over and over again, with how smart my Google search is, how
skillfully Amazon suggests things that I like, how can I translate sentences and communicate in
foreign languages, etc. Our thinking is often linear, meaning we predict things based on our
previous experiences and expectations which are sometimes limited and local, ignoring the fact
that some events and changes are exponential. Exponential meaning that some advancements
increase highly rapidly. Ray Kurzweil, the futurist who promotes this belief (Woods, 2015) often
says that people think linearly but times are exponential. If we can understand the pace of
exponential technologies such as machine learning and robotics, we will be better prepared to
predict how some jobs will be automated in the near future and how. What makes some jobs more
suitable for automation than others?
If we can know this in advance, we then have more time and better chances to reorganize our
businesses, transfer our learning to other domains, invent new jobs and processes, and more
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importantly time to re-skill and re-train our labor more efficiently. Not to say the change will be
easy, and everyone wins (Alm and Cox), but we can try and minimize the unwanted effects of
automation while encouraging for new technologies to flourish and new inventions to ease into our
lives.

1.2

General Objectives

The aim of these research is not to predict the future and say which jobs will be gone but rather
to give us (individuals, businesses, governments, and organizations) a framework on how to
evaluate jobs and tasks on the risk of automation based on their suitability for robotics and
supervised machine learning. By suitability I mean, based on the current robotics advances where
we are at to these tasks. For example, if we are to take a task such as picking an object and
compare it with the current state of the art robotics systems, we can see that robots can pick
things very quickly now. So, are these jobs, e.g., a person who picks things from shelves for online
shopping, is he/she is going to be automated? No, why not? Well because there are many more
processes and skills to the job and to the task itself. As simple as 'picking an object' might sound,
we are not fully there yet. Picking an object turned out to be a troublesome problem for the
roboticists and their robots for many years. Robots can indeed pick an object, however, are they
picking an object in a 'right way'? If I pick a book not by the spine but by the few pages on the
opposite side, the book might open and get damaged. Now, if I want to put a book away, we all
know, through common sense that the books should be faced spine outwards so that these can be
easily picked up. Well, that common sense thinking turned out not to be so common for the
robots, in fact even us humans have problems with addressing what common sense is, let alone
having to translate it into computer programs and making machines performing an action based
on it. That's why developing an exhaustive framework/rubric might help us better assess the jobs
or tasks within the jobs that might be at risk.

Assessing jobs/tasks through a framework might not only help us to identify the tasks that might
be at risk but also to find new opportunities for automation. Perhaps a task according to the
-

rubric has high chances to be automated; however, in reality, the task has not been automated
why? Is there an opportunity to redesign the tasks or the process that got overlooked?
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The other primary objective of this thesis, as well as a personal duty as a member of a scientific
community, is to encourage healthy and productive conversation on work automation enabled by
robotics and machine learning. In my opinion, the media too often mention that robots will steal
the jobs or that killer robots, if unsupervised, will take over the world (Cerrudo, 2017).
I believe these kinds of conversations are not productive nor they bring us any closer to any
solutions. The robots are improving faster and faster, gaining new capabilities. The future is
happening, and it is up to us whether we will allow it 'happen to us,' or we take active participation
in creating it and solutions generation. But the first step is to bring scientific research and
frameworks, to help people understand before we can take any actions. I believe that I have been
given a tremendous opportunity to learn about robotics through various research projects and
conversations with some of the most talented roboticists in the world.

My fundamental goal and mission for this thesis work and my entire time at MIT and beyond is
to help people understand, make them curious and cautious about the future with exponentially
advancing technologies - not fearful.

1.3

Literature Review

1.3.1

Robotics Systems

Before we go deeply into research results, we need to understand what robotics is and what are
the different types of robotics systems. First, a term robot comes from a Czech novelist Karel
Capek who in 1920 used it in his play. 'Robot' in the Czech language means worker or servant
(Long, 2011). A lot has changed since then. If we seek an understanding of the word in
scientific circles, Robot Institute of America in 1979 (Albus, 1981) defined robot as: "A
reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or
specialized devices through various programmed motions for the performance of a variety of
tasks."
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There are few different ways we can divide robotics systems, for example, based on the task the
machines perform or how the machines move. In this research, I will use divide into
manipulation robots, mobile robots and data acquisition and control robots. Let's start with
manipulation robots. These robots are the ones that can manipulate objects. Most commonly
these robots are in the form of a robotic arm that has various degrees of freedom and 4-6 axes of
movement. We can often see these kinds of robots in manufacturing doing welding, material
removal, etc. The second type of robots is mobile robotics systems, such as autonomous vehicles
or robots moving inventory in warehouses. Commonly this kind of robotics system has an
automated platform that can transport objects. Most of the time, these kinds of systems have
limited autonomy and human interaction as well as belong to one type of environment, e.g.,
water, air or land. The data acquisition and control robotic systems are primarily used for data
collection, processing and transmitting such as space robot explorers or robots used during
disaster rescues. One of the main features of these robots can be the specialized sensors/tools to
collect the data.

1.3.2

Jobs as Tasks Framework

For this thesis, rather than analyzing entire jobs and their suitability for machine learning a more
useful way of thinking about jobs is to adopt 'tasks framework' where we think of a single job as
a bunch of tasks to perform. This framework, developed by David Autor (Autor, 2013) will allow
us to understand more preciously which parts of the job are being automated. It is also a
conceptual tool used for studying different forces occurring in a workplace. The Task Framework,
as defined by Levy Autor, suggests that a task is a unit of work activity that produces output.

A skill is a worker's stock of capabilities for performing various tasks. Workers apply their skills
to tasks in exchange for wages.

1.4

Specific Objectives

While I have mentioned earlier about general objectives for this research, I would like to focus in
particular on how currently deployed robotics systems affect tasks, and therefore jobs within
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distribution centers, taking as examples distribution operated by a variety of robotics companies
in North America and Asia. I include examples from Amazon Robotics, Locus Robotics,
Greyorange, Geek+ and more. I base my research on the three most common jobs at distribution
centers: picker - a person that picks items from the shelf and puts them in the designated container.
Stower - a person who takes the delivered items from the suppliers and places these on the shelves
so the items can be picked up later by one of the pickers, and lastly packer - a person who takes
products from a full container and puts them in a box, prepares the box to be sent out. Another
goal of this research is to test the framework for supervised machine learning suitability,
understand why automation can be hard as well as assess the tasks for the near future automation
opportunities. Testing out such a framework in a robotics field can be the first step towards
developing a larger project, which perhaps can help us better understand how the physical jobs
are automated now and why?

1.5

Approach and Methodologies

1.5.1

Different Types of Automation

It is important to point out that there are different types of automation. These days when we talk
about automation in public media, we often refer to AI or a human-like looking intelligent robots;
however, work automation has been happening long before the machine learning revolution. When
it comes to types of automation, I will use the following division:

- Computer Program Automation where, humans know the tasks very well, and they
can write a very detailed, step by step code for the computer or a machine to execute. The
programs are very well optimized and very specialized, e.g., robotics arms that pour liquid into
bottles in a manufacturing line, or machines in automated car manufactures where the arm
performs a particular single action repeatedly. The task and the way to achieve it is always the
same. The computer does not have to 'think' how to execute the task as there are clear
descriptions, and if there are significant changes - the robot won't be able to execute on the task
anymore. The machines often can also be programmed with code or graphical interface. Another
example of this kind of automation is an ATM or McDonald's check out kiosk.
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- Machine Learning Automation or AI automation, some people use these terms
interchangeably, some say that machine learning goes under the AI category. All in all, the premise
is the same: we give a computer a bunch of examples to learn from and the computer figures out
how to do the task. We can either tell the program what the outputs based on the dataset
(supervised machine learning) are, or we just don't give any labels or categories. In this way, the
program has to figure out on its own what the appropriate outcome of the task is (unsupervised
machine learning). For example, the software has to decide from where a robot should pick up the
next object, based on real-time data, the position of other robots, humans who are involved in the
process, what object it is and many more. We don't tell the computer exactly what to do, but
rather what outcome we want: bring this item to me.

- Robotics Automation has a very close relation to machine learning automation,
especially that machine learning empowers a lot of robotics automation, e.g., complex object
grasping and manipulation or imitation learning, where a robot watches a human and imitates
the tasks and the movements. The reason why people often put it in a separate category it is
because robots perform and navigate in a physical world which makes the task much more difficult
to achieve. We could think of robotics as Al meets the real world.

In this thesis, I will be mainly focusing on robotics automation empowered by supervised machine
learning. In fact, the rubric developed by Brynjolfsson and Mitchell (Brynjolfsson and Mitchell,
2017) is focusing on that type of machine learning suitability.

1.5.2

Jobs Evaluation

For my thesis, I decided to focus on the jobs performed by warehouse workers. I focused on the
most needed and lowest skilled jobs: picker, stower, and packer. I decided to analyze these jobs
as these are the most common distribution center jobs and are at risk of being automated the
most. The information needed for the research comes from publicly available data as well as
extensive conversations with experts in a field of automation and robotics. To perform the analysis,
I mapped out step by step workflow of each job, so I could split each of the jobs into tasks required
to complete the job.
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1.5.3

Companies chosen for the study

In this thesis, I will continue to focus on companies which use mobile robotics systems that perform
goods-to-person picking and stowing. Robots which look like moving boxes, pick up shelves or
storage racks full of inventory and bring it to the station where a picker or a stower can pick or
replenish stock. The leading companies in this space are Kiva Systems (now Amazon Robotics)
which pioneered the technology in the context of warehousing management system, as well as
businesses who are new in the industry such as Greyorange in India or Geek+ in China. All of
these companies rely on the same leading principles - the goods should come to a person, and the
inventory is mobile. While the Asian companies are new to the market, Kiva Systems has been
around for many years. This kind of approach to automation, as well as the technologies these
companies are using, can tell us a lot about where we are today regarding automation and where
we are heading. Seemingly simple at first these kinds of robotic systems are some of the most
sophisticated and advanced solutions that exist on the market. In fact, it can be hard to distinguish
between some of the mentioned companies at first sight. The relatively simple hardware
component yet extremely complex algorithmic software makes this product still the most desirable
solution for warehouse automation. Also, due to the amount of data, the efficiency, as well as the
productivity of the system, has grown enormously. Another advantage is the relatively low price
point, ease in scalability of the system in a warehouse environment and it does not require a
complete redesign of the facility. For that reason, I believe the companies which propose this kind
of automation, are some of the most widely spread and adopted around the world.

1.5.4

Framework

One of the crucial elements in this thesis isn't only to understand how the jobs are changing within
the warehousing environment but also to start building a framework which can help us understand
which tasks and jobs are being suitable for robotics automation based on the current robotics
capabilities. The analysis used in this thesis comes from a task suitability framework for supervised
machine learning developed by Erik Brynjolfsson and Tom Mitchell (Appendix 1). The rubric
helps to calculate a 'score' for each task to determine whether a task is more likely to be automated
based on its suitability for machine learning in the near future. I will apply the framework
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consisting of 21 questions to each task within the job.
The additional goal of my research beyond this thesis is to develop a similar framework and rubric
but for robotics systems suitability. I believe we are just at the infancy stage in robotics and it is
fascinating to think how this rapidly changing technology is influencing our jobs and our lives.

1.6

Thesis Overview

The thesis will be organized as follows:

Chapter 2:

This chapter will provide an overview of automation of

distribution centers, taking as an example Amazon.

Chapter 3:

In this section, the primary focus will be on the three jobs

within a typical

distribution center: picker, stower, and packer. The roles will

be analyzed pre and post automation and split into tasks to compare which
tasks have been automated within a particular job.

Chapter 4:

This chapter will give an understanding of remaining tasks

automation, and a strict framework will be applied to suggest which tasks are
suitable for machine learning. Also, the chapter will talk about why even though
some tasks might be highly suitable for machine learning, have not been
automated yet. Finally, why is automation hard?

Chapter 5:

This chapter will show a broader perspective

automation in warehousing industry.

on work

It will carefully examine what type of

effects the automation has had on labor demand and wages.

Chapter 6:

the key

Summarizes

findings

of the research

in jobs

automation. It reflects on the methods used in the study, and it proposes further
research recommendations.
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Chapter 2

2

Automation of Distribution Centers
2.1

Introduction

The U.S. E-Commerce sales have been growing tremendously over the past few years. Q2 2016
compared with Q2 in 2017 has seen a jump by 16.3% and has reached one of the highest years
over year increase in online retails sales since the first quarter of 2012 (Zaroban, 2017). It comes
as no surprise that the demand for more efficient warehousing solutions is growing.

Besides, we have been making some impressive progress on the technological front, particularly in
machine learning and robotics. Machine learning has been going through massive advances due to
use of deep neural networks as well as having better structured and labeled data sets. These
advances allowed technologies such as natural language processing, machine vision, and object
(not context though) recognition to reach the levels which can compete with human-level skills
(Parloff, 2016). All these improvements are significant particularly for machines, as it allows us
to build the more sophisticated image of the world and communication systems for the robots. On
the robotics and hardware front, we are still in infancy stage. The recent advances have not been
as rapid as in machine learning however huge funds towards autonomous mobile robotics systems,
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for example, self-driving cars, as well as improvements and affordability of hardware sensors, allow
machines to be more accessible for development. It is also easier to test on and faster to process
data from the world around them, especially from the unstructured world. I believe all of these
things combined are making it a fascinating time for robotics! And perhaps for the places where
these systems are needed the most - repetitive jobs in factories and warehouses or in jobs which
can be dangerous for humans such as assessing a situation after natural disasters, etc.

2.1.1

Amazon Overview and History

To get familiar with a concept of e-commerce, distribution centers and how automation transforms
work within these kinds of facilities, I will take as an example Amazon and the company it
acquired: Kiva Systems (now Amazon Robotics).
Amazon.com has been around since 1994 but in a very different capacity than as we know it
today. At the very beginning, the company started by Jeff Bezos has been selling only books and
prided itself on having a variety of title choices. More choices than any single physical bookstore
in the world at the time. Amazon still sells books. However, its products and service offerings have
grown tremendously. Amazon has become one of the largest e-commerce platforms in the world!
As I am typing these words right now, there are over 603,774,823 products available on Amazon's
website - a number which might be significantly higher as the time goes on. In fact, this can be
checked. Go to the website www.amazon.com and type a negative made up word in the search
box such as -asdgadsfdasfdsa . It will return a search result with some results for that made up a
phrase which is most likely to be the number of the products that amazon.com carries at the time.
With over 140 warehouses in North America alone, employing over 180,000 warehouse workers,
not even counting seasonal workers, Amazon not only has an ability and resources to innovate
and experiment with new automation solutions but also needs to do so to meet the growing
demand from its customers. If we consider Amazon's annual net sales between 2004 and 2016, we
can almost see exponential growth in company's net sales yearly revenue ("Statista", 2018)

That's why in 2012 Amazon acquired a company called Kiva Systems Inc. now Amazon Robotics
to begin its transformation towards warehouse automation. Five years later and the fully
integrated robotics systems are now becoming part of every new warehouse (certain types of
22

centers do not require robotics however generally speaking most of the new warehouses do use
robotics systems). The beauty and convenience of this kind of the system and the success of the
integration is partially due to Kiva Systems being easy to install and to operate without significant
operational and physical changes in the warehouse environment. More about robotics systems in
the next chapter.

Amazon's philosophy and practice of being customer obsessed company and continuously
innovating to increase customers satisfaction results in many technological and customer service
advances. Beginning with 'Amazon Prime' a customer subscription program which offers free
deliveries to many places in 2 days and in some cities under 60 minutes! To Amazon Echo, an AI
assistant Alexa or Amazon Go - a new concept for a store grocery shopping and many more secret
projects that Amazon is experimenting with.

2.1.2

What is a Distribution Center?

A distribution center, in essence, is a warehouse where an e-commerce company such as Macy's,
Apple, Staples or Amazon collects, packs and prepares online orders for shipment to its customers.
There is a lot of complexity to managing an inventory and a distribution center. For one, there
has to be an optimal mix of products in stock at any given moment in a given warehouse. If there
are thousands and thousands of products in a single facility, then the products have to be
distributed throughout the center in the most optimal way, meaning the products which are very
popular should be easier and faster to access. This example is just to show a little bit of complexity
when it comes to storing inventory, not even mentioning about the rest of the processes which are
taking place in a typical distribution center. We could divide a distribution center into two major
operational processes: inbound and outbound. Inbound processes include receiving products from
various suppliers, taking these products out of the packages and placing these products (stowing)
in the assigned places on the mobile shelves. The outbound processes include: picking orders by
pickers from the shelves, putting different items together to complete an order (if an order has
more than one products), packing products by packers into boxes and finally applying the shipping
label and sending it off to for shipping. There are different types of distribution centers deepening
on the kinds of products. There are for example A non-sortable warehouses, which process large
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items that do not fit in boxes, or grocery-item facilities, for fresh perishable foods. In this case, we
will be focusing on sortable-distribution centers which carry items that can fit into a box.

2.2

Kiva Systems as an example of a mobile robotics system

2.2.1

What is Kiva Systems?

In 2012 many things changed for Amazon, its customers and a start-up called Kiva Systems Inc.,
as the e-commerce has bought the robotics company to more efficiently automate its distribution
centers. That's how Amazon Robotics came to being - dedicating a big part of Kiva Systems team
and hiring new people to work on solutions which reimagine the processes within Amazon's
warehouses.

The phenomena behind Kiva Systems comes from somewhat an unusual at the time approach to
automation of warehouse facilities. The start-up did not try to mimic human behavior or to invent
a walking robot with arms and legs that would pick up products, but instead, it has taken a very
different path. It took a goods-to-person approach, and it built a very intelligent robotics system
that consists of sophisticated software and mobile robots that look perhaps like a big orange box.
The robots can pick the entire shelf with inventory and bring it to the worker. Apparently one of
the founders of Kiva Systems Inc., Mick Mountz said that the idea for the system came from a
question he asked himself: 'What if all the products in the warehouse could walk and talk on their
own?'(Malone, 2005). The solution turned out to be a very efficient idea and not only productivity
of warehouses that deployed the technology at the time has improved significantly but also some
of the processes and a single warehouse capacity increased by 52%.

2.2.2

Automated Distribution Center, its Elements, and Function

It is essential to get familiar with how the mobile robotics system such as Kiva Systems functions
and what are the main elements of the system. There are multiple reasons for it; one is to realize
how simple yet beautifully complex the system is. Second, it will help us imagine how the system
has automated the tasks (Kottary, 2015).
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The system consists of the following components:
- robotic mobile units
- mobile inventory shelves

- software that controls the entire system
-

inventory

- picking, stowing and packing station
- 2D stickers on the floor by which the robots navigate the space

Kiva Systems, as well as the other companies presented in the study, have used a Multi-Agent
System approach to solve the complex problems in the warehouse. By having multiple agents, the
center can decrease the cost and increase its productivity. Also, it is making the system more
reliable and robust since the problems can be solved are distributed among many agents. We can
say that the system as having a distributed intelligence since it refers to the systems of entities
working together to reason, plan and solve problems. The systems often use A* Algorithms and
the traveling salesman problem to find the most optimal path to the picking station and to fetch
the shelves.

2.3

Introducing Automation in Amazon's Distribution Centers

Traditionally inventory in a warehouse has been kept on static shelves, in a storage area. When
an online order came through, the algorithm located and optimized from which center to pick the
product. The order was passed to the picker who then had to go and pick an item from the shelf
and put it on the trolley. The worker had to push the cart around the warehouse until he/she
reaches the designed area where the containers full of picked products can be dropped off. The
containers would then be transported to the packing station, where the packer would prepare and
pack the order. This way of fulfilling an order was not only inefficient but also it has been taking
a long time.

Since Amazon has introduced Kiva Systems, the products have been stored on portable shelving
units. Today, when a customer places an order and algorithms find the item and optimize which
warehouse should fulfill the order, the mobile robot is guided by the computer system to pick up
the entire shelf which stores the product and bring it to the picking station. The picker picks an
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item or multiple items from the shelving unit and puts the products in a container. It is also
fascinating to note, how these units are moving around. In fact, the robots are not armed with
the most sophisticated navigation sensors but rather the robots navigate through 2D QR codelike stickers on the floor. A common way of navigation for this kind of robotics in a controlled
environment. The robot by reading the label can know its location and how to move around on
the floor. It is also a way for the system to communicate and locate the mobile robots.

Full integration of Kiva Systems with the e-commerce's warehouses has taken approximately a
year, however by looking at the scale of things that's relatively a short time. The reason for that
was a lack of complex physical changes within the established warehouses. Once the stickers are
on the warehouse's floor, the robots move around and map out the entire space, making kind of a
'mental image' of the area, and the system is ready to go. The speed of delivering ordered inventory
from previously static shelving units to pickers has significantly increased. The system also allows
for easy, real-time floor monitoring, giving a good understanding of the state and activity as well
as inactivity on the floor, e.g., broken robots or knowing when the robots need to go to charge,
etc. Moreover, the system is very scalable! The system operates almost as parallel computing: the
robots can be added or taken away, and the system will algorithmically co-ordinate the pick-up
of shelves accordingly to the resources it has, with no extra human work required.

2.4

Conclusions

Amazon is one of the largest e-commerce companies in the world has the opportunity and pressure
to find new ways of optimizing the performance of its centers to meet the growing customers'
demands not just in the US but also globally. The significant change happened in 2012 when
Amazon acquired a robotics systems company - Kiva Systems Inc. A start-up offered an elegant
and simple solution of automation for distribution centers After introducing the technology, the
productivity has increased, and the ability to store more inventory in a single warehouse has
increased by impressive 52%. The type of robotics systems that Kiva Systems invented is now
also developed around the world by companies such as Geek+ or Greyorange which are proving
to be hugely successful in Asia.
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Despite all these significant improvements, there are still several tasks within the warehouse which
have massive potential for automation. If Amazon is to remain a global leader it has to keep its
prices and customer experience competitive. Not only it has to compete in providing more services
conveniently but also introducing new products while decreasing the time of order delivery.
Amazon has been working on the warehouse automation for years and collaborating actively with
academia, by organizing for example yearly robotics picking challenges - a competition which
gathers university teams from around the world to compete on picking things or sponsoring
research at universities such as MIT. The current state of the art robotics systems even though
advance rapidly, are still lacking abilities in sophisticated grasping,

picking objects and

manipulation - tasks which are a huge part of three jobs: picker, stower, and packer, which I will
deconstruct and compare in details in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

3

Jobs Analysis - Pre and Post Automation
3.1

Introduction

This chapter introduces assessment of three jobs: picker, stower, and packer. These positions make
up for the most significant number of employees in most of the distribution centers and are
performing the core functions in a warehouse. These jobs are being transformed continuously by
automation or re-engineered. The number of tasks as well as the complexity of performance and
skills level in these jobs is not very difficult for an average reasonably mobile person. In this
analysis, each job is divided into multiple tasks.
The study will be performed for the job as it was completed pre automation and post automation.
Each task will be analyzed by its function, skills, knowledge, and abilities required, as well as error
rate and repeatability rate of the task, partially based it on a database from O*NET Program,
which is US primary source of occupational information. The data on how the tasks are being
performed has been observed and collected from publicly available resources, in particular on-line
videos (Tam, 2014), articles (Wingfield, 2017) and publicly available research. (Small, 2017)
(Stowe, 2016), (Modi, 2015).
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By comparing these two analyses (pre and post automation) for each task within these jobs, we
will be able to tell which tasks have been automated or re-engineered and how. Most importantly
however by using the framework developed by Professor Erik Brynjolfsson and Professor Tom
Mitchell with contribution from Daniel Rock, I will assess whether the remaining tasks that have
not been automated or re-engineered, are suitable for machine learning and perhaps automation.
The goal of this chapter is to understand how some jobs within the industry have changed and
how? Which tasks/jobs have a potential to be automated in the near future based on the current
robotics and machine learning capabilities? Can some tasks be eliminated by re-engineering part
of the job?

3.2

Picking Job

Picker is the person who picks the product which the customer has ordered online. The essential
function of the picking job pre and post automation is the same: pick an item off the shelf and
place it in the given container. The logistics however around the tasks have changed quite
significantly due to introduction of automation.

3.2.1

Picking Job Description Pre Automation

The primary task of the picker pre automation was to find items in a warehouse for a customer
order. The person had a scanner and a cart with containers. The display screen on the scanner
showed the location/number of the bin/shelf from which the item had to be picked. The employee
had to walk with the cart to the location, find the right rack and an article, scan the shelf, item
and the container and perform a quick assessment whether an object has any damage. Once the
task has been completed, the picker got the instructions for the next item to be picked up. Once
the containers on the cart are full, the picker goes to the designated area and handovers the filled
cart, picks up an empty cart and continues with the job.

3.2.2

Picking Job Analysis Pre Automation
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Taik/Activity
Task/Activity

~~

Abilities

Skills

Description &

Knowledge

Functional Requirement

Automation
Collect the scanner and
activate it

1. Handling and moving
objects
2. Natural language
understanding
comprehension)
3. Operating equipment
4. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

Function: Preparing the
tools for performing the
task
Time to Perform the Task:
3 - 5 mins (approx.)

1.

Finger

Dexterity
2. Manual
dexterity
3. Object
recognition
find a button,
find a badge

Examples:
1. From where to
pick up the
scanner

1. Object
recognition
2. Manual
dexterity
3. Depth
rception
(understanding
ow far the
things are)
4. Spatial
orientation

Examples:
1. Where is
designated area
2. How to place an
item in a cart
safely and
securely

Manual
dexterity
Finger
dexterity
3. Information
ordering
4. Spatial
orientation

Examples:
1. Understanding
what the
instruction
means and how
to translate it
into action

-

1. Task - Pre

Description:
1. Pick up a scanner from
process guide person
(the name of the picker
is now associated with
the scanner)
2. Hand hold the scanner
3. Activate the scanner
4. Scan the employee
badge
5. Set up the scanner for
the picking task

Most Frequent Errors:
* not setting the scanner
properly

2. Task - Pre
Automation
Collect the totes and
place them in a cart

Description:
1. Go to designated area
and pick up empty totes
2. Place totes on the
assigned cart

1. Grasping and object

manipulation
2. Object allocation in a
designated space
3,. Per ormmg general

Function: Preparing the
tools for performing the
task

physical

Time to Perform the Task:
5 - 8 mins (approx.)

e.g.,

etc.

activities,

walkdng,

lifting,

Most Frequent Errors:
* not inserting the totes
securely and safely

Task - Pre

Automation
Read the instructions
for the picking task
from the scanner
display

4. Task - Pre
Automation
Follow directions to the
location

Description:
1. Activate the scanner
2. Read the instructions
from the display
1. Natural language

Function: Understand what
item needs collecting and
where it is

1.

understanding

(reading
comprehension)
Operating equipment
Analyzing
information from the
screen (to find a bin
and the item)
.

3.

2
3.

Time to Perform the Task:
5 - 15 sec (approx.)
Most Frequent Errors:
* Misunderstanding
instructions

Description:
1. Translate the
instructions into action
2. Navigate by the number
displayed on the screen,
the location of the
bin/shelf
3. Walk to the location
while
4. Pushing the cart with
totes
5. Locate the bin on the
shelving unit

1. Natural language
understanding
(reading
comprehension)

2.

Performing

general

physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.
3. Grasp, push and
maneuver the cart

Function: Navigate within a
warehouse to find the item
while pushing the cart
Time to Perform the Task:
1.5 - 3 mins (approx.)
Most Frequent Errors:
Not following directions
* Getting lost

__

2.

1. Spatial
navigation
2. Manual
dexterity
3. Information
ordering
4. Spatial
orientation
5. Ability to
maneuver
physical
objects and
moving at the
appropriate
speed (context
based s ed)
6. Obstace
avoidance, e.g.,
,Qher people
7.
Deth

rception
understanding

how far the
things are)

K:.

I

_
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Examples:
1. Knowing when
person is at the
destination
2. Physics
(knowledge and
prediction of
physical
principles)
*~

1. Vision

5. Task - Pre
Automation
Compare the barcode
on the bin and the
scanner

Description:
1. Identified the correct
bin
2. Find the bin's barcode
3. Compare the barcode of
the bin with the
barcode displayed on
the screen

recognition

1.

Function: Ensure an item is
picked from the correct bin

Natural language
understanding
comprehension)

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 2 sec (approx.)
Most Frequent Errors:
Misreading the barcodes

6.

Task - Pre

Automation
Identify an item within
bin to be picked. The
item description (not
image) is being
displayed on the
scanner

Description:
1. The item to be picked is
displayed on the scanner
screen.
2. identify the item in the
bin
3. Pick an Item
4. Compare the item
picked with an item
description (not an
of an item)
uiage
displeyed on the screen

Function: Pick an object

and ensure the object that
has been picked it the
correct one
Time to Perform the Task:
5 - 30 see (approx.)

1. Natural language
understanding
(reading
comprehension)

2. Reaching into the bin
and identifying the
desired item (move
other objects around
if needed to find the

desired item)
3. Object manipulation
4. Taking the item out
of the bin without
causing damage to
other objects or
without dropping
5.

anything
Matching: Compare

the description of the
scanner with the

item just picked up

Most Frequent Errors:
* not recognizing the item
* picking a wrong item

6.

picking an item from a
wrong shelf

7.

Performing general
physical activities,

e.g., walking, lifting,

etc.
Operating equipment

Description:
7. Task

-

Pro

Automation
Ensure the item is
checked from 6 sides
for damages

1. Hold an item and rotate
it to perform six sides
check
2. Identify when an item is
damaged

Function: Ensure the item
is not damaged
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 20 sec (approx.)

Most Fre5uent Errors:
wrong judgment on the
damage

1. Object manipulation
2. Performing general
-physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.
3. Judging quality of
things, e.g., is this
item damaged?
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2. Pattern
matching
3. Near vision
00r seeing
details at close
range)
4. Flexibility of
closure (ability
to detect a
known pattern,
e.g., object in
distracting
material)
5. Perceptual
speed (ability
to quickly
confartes
among sets of
letters,
numbers)

Examples.
1. What isalabel
and which label
to scan?

1. Object
recognition
2. Finger
dexterity
3. Manual
dexterity
4. Near vision
1. Physics - wh at's
(for seeing
an optimal way
details at close
of picking an
item. How
range)
5. Extent
specific prod ncts
Flexibility
'behave'?
(ability to
2. Prior knowle dge
band stretch,
of products:
twist
Understandis ig
6. Flexibility of
from the
closure ability
to deect
displayed
its: m
to detec,
aa
nm
n
known pattern,
description,
naeandiri
in
egobject
eg.,
bewhich
object to
distracting
pick (associa ting
material)
nam e
7. Visualization
with physica
(ability to
phyral
appearance o f
imagine bow
sme gwil
the product)
something will
3. Recognizing
look after it's
when the ite
moved around)
match and w hien
8. Obstacle
not
avoidance
while ensuring 1
nothing falls
out
9. Memorization

mateial)product

1. Object
recognition
2. Finger
dexterity
3. Manual
dexterity
4. Near vision
for

seeing

details at close
range)
5. How to
differentiate
between sides
(sides or
corners
detection)

Examles:

1.

Wat does it
mean for a
product to be
'damaged'?

Description:
1. Scan the item
2.

Scan the tote in which

the item will be placed

Function:

Confirming
identification of an item

8. Task - Pre
Automation

and correct tote

Scan the item and the

Time to Perform the Task:
10- 30 sec (approx.)

tote

Most Frequent Errors:
" forgetting to scan
" scanning a wrong tote

1. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.
2. Operating equipment

1.

Object
recognition
2. Manual
dexterity
3. Finger
dexterity

Examples:
1. What is a label
and which label
to scan?
2. Physics
(knowledge and
prediction of

physical
principles)

and placing an item in
the other tote

Description:
1. Identify the tote which
has been scanned earlier
2. Place the object within
the tote in the most
optimal way

9. Task - Pre

Function: Placing of the
item in a tote

Automation

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 sec (approx.)

Place an item in a tote

1. Grasping and object
manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities,

e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

Most Frequent Errors:
" placing it in a way that
the item can get
damaged
* putting an item in a
wrong tote

1. Object
recognition
2. Pattern

matching
3. Finger

dexterity
4. Manual
dexterity

1ales:is optimal
placement
position for
specific products
2. Physics
(knowledge and
prediction of
physical
principles)

i

10. Task - Pre
Automation
Once the totes are full
or recalled, transport
the totes on the cart to
designated area

Description:
1. If the scanner displays
the message that the
totes are needed, the
person has to transport
the cart with the totes
to the designated area
2. If the associate thinks
the totes are full (heavy
or volume of the items
does not fit properly)
he/she has to tell t e
scanner about the task
completion and
transport the cart

Function:

Transport the full
or recalled totes on the cart
to designated area

1. Weight
approximation
understanding

when
something is
too heavy
2.

1.

Grasping of the
handles

2.

Object manipulation

3. Natural language
understanding
(readiin

COMpretension)
4. Weight
approximation
5. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

Time to Perform the Task:
3 - 8 mins (approx.)

an item on the floor,
etc.

speed (context
based speed)
rcep tion
(undersading

how far the
things are)

4. Manual
dexterity

3.

Function: Deal with any
anomalies and exception
tasks
Time to Perform the Task:
varies

Scene
recognition
(knowing when
the items can

fall out due to
volume of an

object being too
large
2. Physics
(knowledge and

prediction of
physical
principles)

Problem

sensitivity
6. Spatial
orientation
7. Obstacle
avoidance, e.g.,
other people

Speaking skills and
more

4. Object manipulation
5. Natural language
understanding
(read

compretension)
6. Weight
approximation
7. Performing general
physical activities,
.

/

Additional Tasks - Pre

missing scanning labels,

1.

Examples:
1. Problem-solving
2. Troubleshooting

Exceptions

e.g., damaged product,

Examples:

physical
objects and
moving at the
appropriate
3. Depth

5.

Most Frequent Errors:
* Dropping an item on the
way to the designated
area

Automation,

Maneuver

e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

Table 3-1: Picking Job Analysis Pre Automation.
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Examples:
1. Object
2.

recognition
Scene
recognition

Examples:
1. When is an
2b ct damaged?
2. Wt doe,
'damaged' mean
for an individual
object?
3. Can I pick up
an item from
the floor or do I
need tools, e.g.,
item dropped on
the floor and
spilled

4. Quality control
for variety of
items

3.2.3

Picking Job Description Post Automation

The job of a picker got affected a great deal by automation due to introduction of robotics. As we
have seen in the previous paragraphs, the work of a picker previously required a lot of walking to
pick up the products and at the same time to be pushing a cart with containers. It also needed
an action which is quite difficult to achieve for the machines: identifying an item to be picked
based on a word description, not an image of the item. It is a skill which requires quite a lot of
association of how the products can look based on a description and even if the product comes in
slightly different packaging, it can still be recognized as the same product. The person also in a
pre automation scenario had to collect the products from the shelves. However, post automation,
the picker does not have to walk much at all, as all the products are brought to her/him at the
picking station. Another advantage of having the actual station is that the processes and tasks
that are performed at the station are designed ergonomically for the user and are optimized for
performance. The process is as follows: when an order gets through to the particular warehouse,
it is being assigned to a picking station. The robot drives to the mobile shelf which is optimally
located to that specific picking station (optimal means a lot of complex decisions to be made in
less than a second, not only about the distance but on the other factors too). It picks up the shelf
and drives over to the chosen picking station. Once the robot stops in front of the picker, the
picker has to look at the screen to see the item and the location of the item on the shelf to be
picked up. Scans the barcode of the container, picks up the item, scans the barcode of the item
and places the item in the tray. If there are multiple items to be picked from a single shelving
unit, the worker performs the task again. Once one of the containers at the station is full, the
worker pushes the full container onto the conveyor while ensuring that the items are 'safely' and
securely placed in the container and won't fall out. Above description is a typical workflow. We
cannot forget however that there are also exceptions and rules. There are common sense tasks and
quality control measures which the person has to perform, such as: if the item is substantially
damaged, the person has to put that item in the special container, or understanding when the
container is full, and it is ready to be pushed onto the conveyor. These both tasks require common
sense and judgment, and it is rather hard to codify these qualities/requirements. Another guideline
for a picker is to ensure that the robot with the inventory should leave the station in a better
condition than it has arrived. Meaning that if there are overhanging products on the shelves or
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items look 'messy' on the shelves - a rather ambiguous description, the picker supposed to 'fix it.'
Another vague description of an action, but people understand quite well what it means when
something overhangs too much, or something looks too 'messy.' Somehow, we have developed an
overall understanding of these abstract and ambiguous concepts.

Picking Job Analysis Post Automation

3.2.4

sk/Activity

&

Description
Task/Activity

Abilities

Knowledge

Object
Recognition
2. Pattern
recognition (find
a barcode)
3. Manual dexterity
4. Finger dexterity

Examples:
1. How a
barcode looks
like
2. How a tote
looks like

Skills

Functional

Requirement
Description:

Pick a hand hold a
scanner
2. Navigate barcode on a
1.

tote

Automation Scan a

3. Point the scanner at
the label
4. Activate the scanner

tote

Function: Preparing the

1. Task - Post

tools for performing the
task identifying and

contr Ing the unique tote
number

1.

Handling and moving

objects
2. Natural lu
ading
understand
comprehension)
3. Operating equipment
4. Performing general
physical activities, e.g.,
walking, lifting, etc.

1.

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 3 sec (approx.)

2. Task - Post
Automation
Place a tote

IDescription:
Shde
<1. or pick up the
tote from the conveyor
to the designated area
Function: Preparing the
the
performing
tools for
teak,
placing
a tote
optimally to the icker
Time to Perform the Task1 - 5 sec (approx.)

1. Grasping and object
ction
2. mila
Object allocation in a
designated space
3. Perfm
general
physical activities, e.g.,
walking, lifting, etc.

Most Frequent Errors:
picking up a tote
without scanning
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1.

Object
recognition
2. Manual dexterity

Examples1. How tote
looks like
2 Where is
desi ei
area

1. Object
recognition

lnguaig

understanding (reading

3. Task - Post

Description:
1. The item to be picked
is displayed on the
PICK UI screen. Its
name, image and
location on the pod
bin/shelf) is also

Automation

2. Identify the bin on the

Identify an item in the

3. Idatify the item in the
bin
4. Pick the item

bin to be picked. The
item is displayed on
the pick UI) and pick
it

dLp layed

Function: Move the correct
item from the pod to the
tote
Time to Perform the Task:
5 - 30 sec (approx.)
Most Frequent Errors:

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

0 picking up a wrong item
9.

comprehension)
Reaching into the bin
and identifying the
desired item (move
other objects around if
needed to find the
desired item)
Object manipulation
Taking the item out of
the bin without
causing damage to
other objects or
without dropping
anything.
Matching: Compare
the description on the
screen with the item
just picked
rforming general
physical activities, e.g.,
walking, lifting, etc.
Operating equiment
Analyzing inlormation
from the screen (to
find a bin and the
item)
Judging quality of
things eg is this
item damnaged?

11.

4. Task - Post
Automation
Identify correct
barcode to scan the

Description:
1. There might sometimes
be multiple barcodes on
he
the item; the person
has to identify the one
given by Amazon
Function: Ensure the item
has the right barcode

1.

Naturaldetect
understand

readn

comprehens

Scan an item

Time to Perform the Task:
0.5 -3 sec (approx.)

3. Recognizing
when the
items match
and when not

Memnorisation

1. Vision recognition
2. Pattern matching
3. Near vision (for
seeing details at
close range)
Flexibility of
closure (ability to
a known
tern, e.g.,
ogject in
diracting

Examples:
1. How the
correct
barcode

like

looks

terceptual speed
to quickly
m ities among
sets of letters,
numbers)

0.-(sbcl(approx.)

.
Automation

item name
and
description,
which object
to pick
(associating
poduct name
with physical
parance of

5(

Time to Perform the Task:

5. Task - Post

ndertndin

from the
isplayed

material)

item

Deseaiptiow
1. Theitemis being
5Canned
Function- Confirming
identiication
of an item

1. Physics
what's an
optimal way
of picking an
item. How
specific items
'behave.'
2. Prior
knowledge of
-

1. Natural

2. Finger dexterity
3. Manual dexterity
4. Wrist-Finger
e eAl(essential,
ability to
make fast and
stmaightforward
repeated hand
movements)
5. Near vision (for
seeing details at
e range)
6. Reaction tine
(very important
inckin, the
ty to quickly
respond)
7. Extent Flexibility
(ability to bend,
stretch twist)
8. Flexibilty of
closure (ability to
detect a known
pattern, e.g.,
object in
distracting
material)
9. Viualization
(ability to
anagine how
something will
look after it's
moved around)
10. Obstacle
avoidance while
ensuring nothing
fa1 s out

les:
1
1. Performing general
physical activities, e.g.,
walking, lifting, etc.
2. Operatig equipment

Most Frequent Errors:
* Scanning a wrong item
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1

Object
gnit
2. Manual dexterity
3. Finger dexterity

atssa

label and
which
scan? label to
Phys
(knowedge

and
prediction of
physical
principles)

-1
Description:
1.

Identify the tote which
has been scanned

earlier
2. Place the object within
the tote in the most
optimal way

6. Task - Post

Function: Placing the item
in a tote

Automation
Place an item in a tote

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 sec (approx.)

Grasping and object
manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities, e.g.,
walking, lifting, etc.
1.

1.

Object
recognition

2.
3.
4.

Pattern matching
Finger dexterity
Manual dexterity

5. Dynamic
flexibilit (ability
toquicky and
repeatability

bend stretch,
twist)

Most Frequent Errors:
Splacig it in a way that
the item can get
damaged

Examples:

o

ti al

placement
position for

specific
roducts
2. Physics
(knowledge
and

prediction of
physical

principles)

putting an item in a
wrong tote

Description:
1. If the totes are full,
volume wise, don't
any more objects
place
Automtionwhen

Automation

Monitor totes to
ensure these are a

Function: Monitoring
Time to Perform the Task:
30 secs (approx.)

Examples:
1. Scene
recognition

wi

1. Making decision and
problem solving

1. Problem

vity

2. Scene recognition

Exceptions /
Additional Tasks Post Automation,
damge prdut, Function: Deal with any
e.g., damaged product,
tasks
missing scanning

moeExamplea:

n

labels, item on the
floor, etc.

larg

2. Physics
(knowledge
and
prediction of
physical
principles)

Most Frequent Errors:
* not monitoring totes
carefully
misjud gment of the
optimal level

level

the
ot due to
vlm fa
volume of an

Examples:
1. Problem-solving
2. Troubleshooting
3. Speaking skills and
object?
Object manipulation
Natural

langu

understanding geadng
comprehension)
6. Weight approximation
7. Performing general
physical activities, e.g.,
walking, lifting, etc.

Examples:
1. Wen is an
object
damaged?
2. What does
'damaged'
mean ran
individual
1.

Object

recognition
2. Scene recognition

1 Can I pick up
an item from
the floor or
do I need
tools, e.g.,
item dropped
on the floor
and spilled
cotroli for
variety of
items

Table 3-2: Picking Job Analysis Post Automation.

3.3

Stowing Job

The primary function of the stower's job pre and post automation is the same: once the new
products arrive at the warehouse, place those items on the shelves to replenish the stock. However
similar to the picker job, this job has changed tremendously due to automation. We will look into
how the job has been performed pre and post automation and assess how different tasks have
changed, got re-engineered or eliminated.
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3.3.1

Stowing Job Description Pre Automation

The stowing job pre automation is similar to the picking job pre automation. The main change,
however, is that in picking, the person pushes around empty containers on the cart and collects
the items, while in the stowing job, the person pushes around full container on the cart and places
items on the shelves.

3.3.2

Stowing Job Analysis Pre Automation

Tsk/Activity
Task/Activity

Description & Functional

Skills

Collect the scanner

Description:
1. Pick up a scanner from
process guide person (the
name of the picker is now
associated with the
scanner)
2. Hand hold the scanner
3. Activate the scanner
4. Scan the emiployee badge
5. Set up the scanner for
the picking task

and activate it

Function: Preparing the tools
for performing the task

1. Task - Pre
Automation

Time to Perfrm the Task:
3 - 5 mins (approx.)

Abilities

Knowledge

4

Requirement

:1
1.

Handling and
moving objecs
2. Natural language
understanding
co(rpreension)

3. Operating
equipment
4. Performing general
physical activities,
walking,
lifing,
etc.
v.g,

1 Finger dexterity
2. Manual dexterity
3. Objec tion
- find
r,==n, find a
badge

Examples:

1. From where to
pick up the
scanner

Most Frequent Errors:
not setting the scanner
properly

2. Task - Pre
Automation
Collect a cart

Description:
1. Go to designated area
and pick up a full cart
2. Scan the location of the
cart
3. Scan the cart number

Function: Preparing the tools
for performing the task
Time to Perform the Task:
5 - 8 mins (approx.)

1. Grasping and
object
manipulation
2. Object allocation
in a designated
3,

Wrming general
physical activit es,
walkng,
lfing, etc.
4. Operating
equipment
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-1.

Object
recognition
2. Manual dexterity
perception
3. Depth
(understanding
hw far the
thins are)
4. Spatial
orientation

Exaes:
designated area

3. Task - Pre
Choose the location for
stowing

things are)
orientation

1. Grasping and
object
manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking,
lifting, etc.
3. Decision making

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 mins (approx.)
Most Frequent Errors:
Picking location which

does not have much

(understanding
how far the

3. Spatial

Function: Find location for
stowing

Automation

Manual dexterity
Depth perception

1.
2.

Description:
1. Choose the location for
stowing items
2. Place the cart against the
bay you wish to stow in
to next to the chosen
location

space

4. Ability to
maneuver
physical objects
and moving at

iate
the ap
speed (context
based spee)

5.

Examples:
1. How to identify
a suitable space
for stowing?

Obstacl
avoidance, e.g.,
other people
6. Visualization
(ability to
imagine how

something will
look after it's
moved around)

1. Object
recognition
2. Spatial awareness

& spatial

Description:
1. Assess how much space
there is on the particulate
shelf
2. Choose an item within
the cart
3. Pick an item

Automation
Choose and pick an
item to be stowed

1. Grasping and
object
manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities,
eg. walking
tg, etc.
3. Decision making

Function: Stow an item
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 20 sec (approx.)

look after it's
moved around)

4. Extent Flexibility
strthty tw snd

Examples:
1. Physics
what's an
optimal way of
pkngan
-

4. Task - Pre

recognition

3. Visualization
(ability to
inagine how
something will

itemHo

certain items
'behave.'

stretch twist)

5.Flexibility of

closure (ability to
detect a known

Most Frequent Errors:

pattern, e.g.,
object in
distracting
material)

* icking items which do not
t on the shelf
6.

Finger dexterity

1.
2

Object
tion
2Finger detrity
Maual dexterity
ervso fr
at
seen dis
coseeg eta at
close range)

7. Manual dexterity

Description:
1. Hod an item and rotate
it to perform six sides
check
2. Identify when an article
is damaged

5. Task - Pre
Automation
Ensure

the item

is

checked from 6 sides

Ex
1

~a

mea

osi
fo a

mean for a

product to be

differentiates
between sides
s or corners

1. Physics
what's an
optimal way of
piknan
itemff
itemObecHow
certain items
behave.'
2. Prior
knowledge of
roducts:
Understanding
from the
displayed item
name and
description,
which object to
hc bett
pick
(associating
product name
-

for damages

1. Object
manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities,
Fmction: Ensure the item is
.e walking,
not damaged
lifting, etc.
3. Judgng qoy
Time to Perform the Task:
things, e.g., is this
1 - 30 sec (approx.)
his
(appox.)thigs,
item damaged?
Most Frequent Errors:
misjudgment of the
damage

6

Description:
Scan the item
1. Chc
2.
2. Check ifthethe t.manipulation
details on
the screen on the scanner
match with an item you
hold

Task Pre

Automation
Scan the item and
check the details
the

screen

on

Prfr
a
2. Performing general
physical actities,
twalkg
ig, etc.

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 sec (approx.)

2
3.
4
Compare the
with the seeing
scanner
with the
scanner
up
just picked
item
thesrenst-p
ec(aprx.5.
language
5. Natural
understanding
$ompretension)

rcnition

Finger dexterity
Manual dexterity
Near vision (for
i
dsrpin
detaIs
closeatrange)
Pattern matching

~coerne

Most Frequent Errors:
Scanning an item but not
checking details on the

1Object

3. Operatin
ment
4.
atching.

Function: Scanning and
confirming identification of

~

.Operating

equipment

I

ph
of
appearance

3Recognizing

when the items
match and
when not
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Description:
1.
2.

7. Task

-

Pro

Automation
Stowing an item in the
bin

Place an item on the
shelf in the most optimal
way small items in front

1.

OjtE
recognition
2. Pattern matching

of the hi* items to ensure3.Fnedetrt
1. Grasping and
the hest item visibility
object
for others
manipulation
2. Performing general
Function: Placin the item in
physical activities,
the bin (stowingf
e.f., walking,
ing, etc.
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 se (approx.)

4. Manual dexterity
5. Visualization
(ability to
unagme how
something will
look after ies
moved around)
6. Obstacle
avoidance while

8. Task - Pre
Automation
Scan

the

bin location

and confirm it on the

screen

Funation: Inform the system
where the certain item is has
been stowed
Time to Perform the Task:
2 - 8 sec (approx.)

physical
principles)

ensuring nothing
fails out

Most Freguent Errors:
Damaging an item while
forcing it onto a shelf

Description:
1. Scan the barcode of the
bin/shelf where the item
has just been stowed
2. Confirm on the screen on
the scanner the location
on the label as well as on
the screen

Examples:
1. What is
oia
plment
position for
certain
products
2. Physics
(knowledge and
prediction of

1. Object
manipulation
2. Pattern matching
3. Object recognition
4. Operating
equipment

1. Manual dexterity
2. Finger dexterity
3. Near vision (for
seeing details at
close range)
4. Pattern matching
5. Flexibility of
closure (ability to
detect a known
pattern, e.g.,
objectin

EXam Is:
1
t is a kbel
and which label
to scan?

material)g

Most Frequent Errors:
* scannin# the wrong bin
* not paying attention to
the screen

1.
9Tak-Pe
Automation
Once the cart is empty

t cart is empty move
1. cTask-pPre
if tue
it to a designated area
empty
Return an area
Function:
to a designated
cart

Tim
return it to a
Time to Perform the Task:
5 - 8 mins (approx.)
designated areadeigaedaraing,

10. Task - Pre
Automation

Once the totes are full
or recalled, transport
the totes on the cart
to designated area

Function: Deal with any
and exception
anomalies
task

Grsigofte
1. G
mg of the
2. Object
m. ipulatirn
Pefomngperi
physical activities,
., walking,1
etc.

Examples:
1. Problem-solving
2. Troubleshooting
3. Speaking skills and
more
4. Object
manipulation
language
5. Natural
understanding
(eadin
compretension)
6. Weight
approximation

7. Performing general
physical activities,
Ufig, etc.

'.

Scene recognition
2. Object
recognition
3 Maneuver
objects
physical
ad moving
at
the a opiate

sped

conext
baced sexd

spere
4. Depth peception
(nnde nrlg
thingsf are)e
5 aildexterity
6. Spatial
orientation
7. Obstacle
avoidance, e.g.,
other people
4D

Examples:
you
1. How
tell bycanlooking
at it that
something
is
etyg
empty?
2. How to
maneuver
objects
phea
movingjt at
and
the a roriat
p
cntext

basedspeed)

Examples:
1. When is an
object
damaged?
2 What does
damaged'

Exam les
1. Ojecto
recogmtion
2. Scene recognition

mean for an
individual
3. Can I pick up
an item from
the floor or do
I need tools,
e.g., item

dropped on the
floor and
uality control

for

variety of

items

Table 3-3: Stowing Job Analysis Pre Automation.
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3.3.3

Stowing Job Description Post Automation

Stowing job has also significantly been transformed due to automation. Putting items on the
shelves, as straightforward as it might sound, there are many 'logical' steps and intuitive
activities/mini-tasks that have to be performed to ensure the job is done correctly. That's why it
makes it hard to automate this job, but of course only in the current state. If the way of performing
the job does will change or the job will be entirely or partially re-engineered then the automation
might be easier. In the post-automation stowing job, the computer program is critical in optimizing
the task. The computer knows exactly where each item is
stored in a warehouse and when it sends the shelving unit to the stowing station, the computer
tries to assign the most optimal shelving unit, meaning a unit which can accommodate the items
the stower has at the stowing station. The program knows what the item's size, approximate
weight, and dimensions are. It knows how many of the same products are in stock, not only in
one location but all the other warehouses. It is even more impressive, and I believe it is an excellent
example of how computers and humans differ if you look at how computers categorize items. If
you are to see shelves in these warehouses, you will see that there is no categorical rule when it
comes to which items are being stored next to which, for example, pens are stored next to a bath
towel, a kid's game, and a shower curtain. That's because the rule for the computer to optimize
the performance and the inventory storage in a warehouse depends on whether the same items
are spread throughout the distribution center and whether the shelving space has been optimized.
In contrast to us humans, we categorically organize things so we can find objects quickly, e.g.,
spices in the kitchen are in the same space as well as plates and bowls are stored close to each
other. When we are going grocery shopping we expect specific category organization within the
store, so we can find things easier. Our memory isn't that great in remembering a massive amount
of smilingly unrelated data in a way that computers can.

On the human side of the stowing collaboration, when workers put away the inventory items on
the shelves, they follow some rules to optimize for performance. The rules often require judgment
and common sense, where a worker, for example, cannot overstuff the items on the shelf (an
ambiguous task). A similar rule to the code in a picker job: the shelving unit should leave the
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station in a better condition than it came to the station - again that's rather an ambiguous
description of the task. Programming it into the machines can be hard. However, if we have asked
a worker at a warehouse what these instructions mean, they would be able to show and explain
what does 'better condition' mean or when something is 'overstuffed.'

3.3.4

Stowing Job Analysis Post AutomatioR

TamftActivty

&

Description
Task/Activity

Skills

Abilities

Knowledge

Object Recognition
nition
Pattern r
find a
3. Manual dexterity
4. Finger dexterity

Examples:
1. How a barcode
looks like
2. How a tote
looks like

Functional

Requirement
Description

Pic a hand hold a

scanner

2. Navigate barcode on a
tote
3. Point the scanner at
the label
4.

1. Task

-

Post

Automation
Scan a tote

Activate the scanner

Function: Preparing the
tools for performing the
task identifying and
confirming the unique tote
number
Time to Perform the TasL
1 - 3 sec (approx.)

1. Handling and
moving objects
2. Nataral language
understanding
(reading
comprelension)
3. Operating
Perormig general
4. equimnt
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.
-

1.

2.

Most Frequent Errors:
scanmng a wrong tote

2. Task -Post
Automation

ok into the full tote

Description:
.uickly
'glance' inside
the contaier to
understand what kind
iarens
theof
sizes, shapes, etc.
Function: Gives a worker a
better understanding of the
objects so she/he knows
what can be stowed and
where in the pod and how

p

tmes

jand

re

isidetheknowledge

1.

Object recognition
2. Memorization

Time to Perform the Task:
>1 -3 sec(approx.)
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1. Pior
about obects
possible
shapes,
di ensions
Pyis
(knowledge
anowledge
and predicton
prphysical

Description:
1. Quickly 'gance' at the
pod and shelves to
identify empty spaces
2.

Decide which item to

Automation Identify

pick and where to place
it
3. The stower decides
which item to pick

empty spaces on the

Function: Getting an

3. Task - Post

1.

Matching the shapes
of the items with
em ty spaces on the

2.

ision making

overall understanding
where the em ty spaces are

shelving unit and
choose an item to stow

in the pod. What items do
I have and what items can
fit on the particular shelf?

1. S atial vision
2. Short visual
memory
3. Visualization
(ability to imagine
how something will
look after its
moved around)
4. Flexibility of
closure (ability to
detect a known
pattern, e.g., object
m distracting
material)

Time to Perform the Task:
>1 - 3 sec (approx.)

1. Prior
knowledge
about objects
and possible
shapes,
dimensions
and weight
2. Object
recognition

Most Frequent Errors:
* Misjudging fit between
space and object size

Automation Pick and
scan the chosen item

Function: Choose and
the item which is
identify
to
he stowed

from the tote

1. Object recognition
2. Extent Flexibility
(ability to bend,

1. Grasping and object
manipulation

2

Performnng general
hscal
ivit,

e.g., walkig

Time to Perform the Task:
2 - 5sec (approx.)

ifig

etc.

V
Description:
1. Hold an item and
rotate it to perform six
sides check
2. Identify when an item
is damaged

5. Task - Post
Automation
Ensure the item is
checked from

6 sides

damages

r

Function: Ensure the item
is not damaged
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 30 sec (approx.)

2.

Object

manipulation
erforng general
physical activities,

e.g., walkig, liftig,

etc.
3. Judging quality of
thIs

Most Frequent Errors:
misjudgment of the

stretch twist)
3. Flexibility of
closure (ability to
detect a known
pattern, e.g., object
mn distracting
material)
4. Finger dexterity
5. Manual dexterity

Object recognition
2. Finger dexterity
3. Manual dexterity
4. Nea vision (for
seeing details at
close range)
5. How to
differentiate
between sides
(sides or corners
detection)

Examples:
1. Physics

-

Description:
1. Pick an item
2. Scan the item

4. Task - Post

what's an

optimal way of
picking an
item. H ow
certain items
'behave.'

Exmls
does it
1.
mean for a
product to be
damaged'?

damage

Description:
1. Place an item on the
shelf in the most
optimal way
2. Stow small items in
front of the big items
to ensure the best item
visibility for others
Automation
Place the item in the
bin

Function: Placing the item
in the bin (stowing)
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 sec (approx.)

1. Grasping and object
manipulation
i
2.
phyiaaciiis
walking, lifting
e.g.,
etc.

Most Frequent Errors:
t
y
tep itm a
th item cn get
damaged
Splacing an item in a
wrong tote
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1. Object recognition
2. Pattern matching
3. Finger dexterity
4. Manual dexterity
5. Visualization
(ability to unagie
wi.ll
how
after it's
look something
moved around)
6.6O Obstacle
avourin e
le avoidance
while ensurn
nothing falls out

Exa les:
1. otimal
uat is
piacement
position for
certain
yic
hysics
and
ion
of
i
ophysical
p

i

Description:
1.

7.Task

-

Post

Automation

Scan the bin/pod

location

Scan the barcode of the

bin/shelf where the
item has just been

1. Manual dexterity

stowed

2.

Function: lnform the
system where the certain
item is being stowed
Time to Perform the Task:
>1 - 2 sec (approx.)

1. Obe manipulation
2. Object recognition
3. Operating

citoure (ability to

equipment

dmce

/

Additional

Examples:
1. Problem-solving
2. Troubleshooting
3. Speaking skills anddoes
more
4. 54 bjec manipulation i0
Exa les
ural language
reogntion
1.
understanding
n
2. Scene recognition
recognition
6. Weight
approximation
Per rI e~a
7.comphyinc
envi need toob,

~

Automation,

e.g.,

any

damaged productwith

anomalies and exception
missing scanning ibeis,
tasks
misn cniglblcomprehension)
an item on the floor

wes:
at is a
label and
wihlblt

scan?

material)

scanning the wrong bin

Tasks Post

ability

1

pattern, e.g., object
in distracting

Most Frequent Ermors:

Exceptions

Finger dexterity

3. Near vision (for
seeing details at
close range)
4. Flexibility of

walking,
e.g.,
etc.

~ectpamafed

lifting,

e

is a

damae?

mean an
individual
3. C I pick up

object
an item from
the floor or do
e.g., item
dropped on the
floor and

spilled

Table 3-4: Stowing Job Analysis Post Automation.

3.4

Packing Job

Packer is the person who takes an inventory once it has been picked from the storage and packs
the products in an appropriate box or an envelope. The worker applies the label inside the box
and outside the box, seals it and sends it on the line or the conveyor. The interesting thing is that
in the types of warehouses and automation is researched in this thesis; this job has not been
automated or changed at all. In contrast to pickers or stowers where few critical tasks within these
jobs have been automated or eliminated which improved the performance significantly.

3.4.1

Packing Job Description

Packers have their designated stations where items for the order come either in a container or on
the conveyor which can be pulled onto the station or on modular sorting walls or racks which can
hold multiple orders. Once the person takes the items out of the container or the section in the
modular shelf or a wall, the packer has to check on the screen in what kind of packaging the items
should be shipped. The packer takes a box or an envelope, scans a slip with an order as well as
the items. Once the products are placed safely inside the package, the worker applies tape to close
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the package and puts addition sticker on the package with order information. The package is
ready to be pushed onto the conveyor.
In some cases, depending on the material and fragility of the product, the item requires extra care.
Perhaps placing paper or plastic air trapped sheets in the box, so the items do not move around
as much in the box. The packer has a lot of information about which box to use and which
material to use to protect an object. However how to manipulate the product to check for damages
or how to wrap up an individual object, so it does not get damaged during transportation is
something that we humans are pretty good at and can learn fast from experience.

3.4.2

Packing Job Analysis
Task/Activity

Skills

Description

&

Task/Activity

Abilities

Knowledge

Functional Requirement

Scan workstation
barcode

5. Scan the barcode of the
station

Function: Preparing the
tools for performing the
task

Time to Perform the Task:
1.5 - 3

2. Task
Collect totes from a
line/conveyor or the
modular storage wall
(depending on the
station)

3. Task
Pick up instruction slip
from the tote and scan

1. Handling and moving
objects
2. Natural language
understanding
compreension)

3. Operating equipment
4. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

1. Finger
dexterity

2. Manual
dexterity
3. Object
recognition

-

1. Task

Description:
1. Pick up a scanner from
holder
2. Hand hold the scanner
3. Activate the scanner
4. Scan the employee

find a button,

Emples:

1. From where to
pick up the
scanner

find a badge

mins (approx.)

Descripton:~
1. Pick up a tote from a
line in front of the
station or a modular
storagehwl
2. Placethetote on the
table at the station

1. Handling and moving

Function: Collect the totes

2.

and place on the table

Time to Perform the Task:

objects

Performing Feneral
physcal atvies,
ecg.,
g,
ing,
etc.

1. Finger
dexterity
2. Manual
dexterity
3. Vision

10 - 30 secs (approx.)

Description:
1. In each tote, there
should be a slip which
has details of the order
2. Find it in the tote
3. Pick it up
4. Scan it

Function: Find the slip

1. Handling and moving
objects
2. Grasping and object
manipulation

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 10 sec (approx.)
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1. Finger
dexterity
2. Manual
dexterity
3. Object
recognition

Examples:
1. How and when
to grasp the

movig tote on
the lin

4. Task
Read the
box/packaging
recommendation from
the screen

S. Task
Pick

up an appropriate
packaging

Description:
1. Translate the
instructions into action
Function: Understand
which box to pick up
Time to Perform the Task:
>1 - 8 sec (approx.)

1. Natural language
understanding
(reading
comprehension)

1. Information
ordering

Most Frequent Errors:

Examples:
1. How and where
to find the
packaging
recommended on
the screen

Misreading the
instructions

Description:
1. Based on the instruction
on the screen navigate
which box is needed
2. Pick up the box
3. Place the flat box on
the table

1. Grasping and object

Function: Pick up the box

2. Performing general

Time to Perform the Task:
10 - 20 sec (approx.)

manpulation

physical activities,

e.g.,
etc.

walkn, lifting,

Most Frequent Errors:

1. Object
recogmtion
2. Pattern

matehing

3. Finger
dexterity
4. Mameo
dexterity

Empl
Ho
flat box on the table

t

it
fold
it
lt

make

me to

for

Picking the wrong

packaging

1.

6. Task

Shape/form

a box from

a flat to 3D structure

Description:
1. Start folding the box
along the line to form a
boxk
2. Makes sure the bottom
is secure
Function: Make a box
Time to Perform the Task:
0.5 - 1.5 min (approx.)

1. Grasping and object
manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

* not securing the box well

2. Flexibilit of
2 close
bility
to d
a
tt
gnon
-aten Examples:
ditr

mateinl
3. Visualization
(ability to
imagine how
something will
look after it's
moved around)
4. Object
recognition
5. Manual

6.
Description:
1. Identify the first object
to be pick

Pick an item

Function: Pick an item
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 10 sec (approx.)
Most Frequent Errors:
picking a wrong item

8. Task
Ensure the item is
checked from 6 sides
for damages

Descri tion:
1. Hod an item and rotate
it to perform six sides
check
2. Identify when an item is
damaged

Functiow

Ensure the item
is not damaged
Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 30 sec (approx.)

differentiate
between sides
(sides or

corners
detection)

Most Frequent Errors:

7. Task

How to

1. Grasping and object

manipulation

2. Performing general
physical activities,

e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

Most Frequent Errors:
misjudgment of the
damage
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bo?
2. What size
should thisbox
be?

dexterity
Finger

dexterity

1. Object
recognition
2. Pattern
matching
3. Finger
dexterity
4. Manual
dexterity

1. Object manipulation
2. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.
3. Judging quality of
things, e.g., is this
item damaged?

1. How to fol a

1. Object
recognition
2. Finger
dexterity
3. Manual
dexterity
4, Near vision
(for seeing

details at close
range)
5. How to
differentiate
between sides
(sides or
corners
detection)

Exam les:
1.
pts
optimal
plaement
position for
certain products
2. Physics
(knowledge and
prediction of
phyical
principles)

Exam ples:
1. What does it
mean for a
product to be
'damaged'?

Description:
1. Scan the item
2.

Scan an

item

Examples:

Operate a scanner if

necessary (generally,
scanner is static at the
station)

Function: Confirming
identification of an item

1. Performing general
physical activities,
walking,

lifting,

e.g.,
etc.
2. Operating equipment

1.

Object
recognition

2. Manual

dexterity
3. Finger

1. What is a label
and which label
to scan?
Physics

2.

(knowledge and
prediction of
physical

dexterity

principles)

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 sec (approx.)

Description:
1. Place the object within

Exams.s opt

the created box

10. Task
Place an item and the

slip in

a box/envelope
slpi

Function: Placing of the
item in a box
Time to Perform the Task:
10- 60 sec (approx.)
o/neoeetc.
Most Frequent Errors:
Forgetting to place the
slip inside

Description:
1. Decide whether the item
needs extra support
2. Choose the materials
and how much of it
should go in the box
should you
Howmateial
3. the
11. Task
to plae
aroec
an object?
Apply paper or sealed
Function: Securing an
if necessary in
air bagsarbgifncsarin
object
the box
Time to Perform the Task:
the box
20se
30- (ppox)designated
(approx.)
30 - 120 sec

1. Grasping and object

manipulation

2. Performing eneral
physical actities,
lifting,
e.g., walking,
ak4.

placement
pceition for
certain products
Physics
(oedgeand
of
physical
principles)

ition
reO
2. Pattern
matchg
3. Finger
dexterity
Manual yprediction
dt.i4j

1.

Manual
dexterity

2.xPrity

Grasping and object
maniprlationFene
2.Performn
physical actliiis
mg.Jdeion
etc
3. etc.-eiso
Object allocation in a
space
1.

2.
3.
4.

Problem
sensitivity
Finger
dexterity
Object
recognition
Jdgment and

mVaking
6. Visualization
(ability to

sxam ies:
Eialis
optimal
Pp
1 placement
for
position
certain products
2. Physics
(knowledge and
(knoledgend
of
prediction
physical

principes)

imagine how
something will
look after it's
moved around)

Most Frequent Errors:
not knowing how to wrap
objects securely ught
cause damage during
transportation

Description:

1. Scan the label

Operate a scanner if

2.

13. Task
S ca
Scan a label

necessary (generally,
scanner is static at the
io n
Function: Confirming
identification of an order

2

g eneral
1 Pe fo
ph si a activities ,
e.g., walkg, lifting

etc.
2.Operating equipment

dex terit y
2. Finger
dexterity
dxeiyt

a

1. Wh at is a la bel
and which label
to scan?
cn

Time to Perform the Task:
1 - 5 sec (approx.)

Description:

1. Identify the designated

area on the box
2. Place the label in the
F1.

designated area on the

for tracking

packaging

1.

area

14. Task
Place the label on the

Function: Marking

Grasping and object

package

the Task:
Time
5 - 15 to
secPerform
(approx.)

manipulation
2.

Natural language

understanding
(readin

comprehension)

Most Frequent Errors:
placing the label in a

Object
recognition

2. Pattern
matching

3. Finger
dexterity
4. Manual
dexterity

Examples
1.

re is the

designated area?

wrong place
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M

1. Object

Description:

15.

1. Pick up the packaging if
necessary
2. Close the box
3. or Seal the envelope
15. ask4. Closing the
Function:

Task

Close or seal the
Prfrm heTak:

package
manage

e.g., walking, lifting, distracting

package
it
ready
forand
the getting
next step
Time to Perform
the
Task
Tim t
X
5 - 20 sec (approx.)

recognition
2. Finger
3 Manuat
dexterity
Flexibility
of
closure
(ability
1.
manipulation
2. Object
Performing
general
physical activities,
etc.

Mo0st Frequent Errors:
not closing the box

Description:
1. Pick up the packaging if
necessary3.Mna
the box
2.
16. Task
3. Close
or Seal the envelope
closure (ability Example:
n
Object manipulation
Aplytae
he1.
Function: Closing the
2.
m
known pattern, the tape to
geing Pterfring geea
Applyate tapea ncag the
designated area
a
ge stepi
physical
ready
thernext
etc.

to
detect
a
known
pattern,
e.g., object in
material)
5. Visualization
(ability to
imagine bow
something will
look after it's
moved around)

Example:
1. box?
How to closea
2. envelope?
How to seal an
3. How not to
proucts during
thi task?

1. Object
recognition
2. Finger
3. Manual
dexterity
4. Flexibility of
to detect
vies
5

Time to Perform the Task:
20 - 90 sec (approx.)

5.

a

1. Where to apply

obct in
distracting
aterial)
Pat

ensure the box
will not open?

6. Near vision
details at close
range)
Description:
1. Place theobject on the
line

17. Task
Place the package on
the line with the label

UP

Function: Placing of the

item on the line

1. Grasping and object

1. Object
recognition

Time to Perform the Task
10 - 30 sec (approx.)

2. Perfo
eeraldxeiy
physica in
aciited
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

2. F
3. Manual

Most Frequent

Errors:
not placing the package,
with the label side up

Exceptions

Additional Tasks - Pre
Automation,
e.g., damaged product,
missing scanning labels,

Function: Deal with any
anomalies and exception
tasks

manipulation

ExanOpes:Exm
1. Problem-solving
2. Troubleshooting
3. Speaking skills and
more
4. Object manipulation
5. Natural language
understanding
(reading
comprehension)
6. Weight

dexterity

Examples:
1. Object
recognition
2. Scene

approximation

etc.

7. Performing general
physical activities,
e.g., walking, lifting,
etc.

recognition

e
.xa
is an
en ies:
1.
object damaged?
2. What does
'damaged' mean
for an individual
object?
3. Quality control
for variety of
items
4.

How should

individual
objects be
wrapped?

Table 3-5: Packing Job Analysis.

3.5

Which Tasks have been Automated and How?

Based on all of the earlier analysis of the selected jobs and how these have been performed pre
and post-automation, I will now compare the tasks within these jobs to understand which tasks
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have been automated or eliminated and how. Based on the comparison, for each task from pre
automated job, I will assign it a status: No Automation, Partial Automation or Full Automation.
A significant part of this task analysis is to identify which tasks have 'No Automation' status. On
these tasks, I will perform further analysis.

3.5.1

Picking Job

Automation (No/Partial/Full)
Task Elinination due to Re-engineerig

Task/Activity

Explanation

Task Addition due to Re-engineering

1. Task - Pre Automation
Collect the scanner and activate it

Task Elimination due to Re-engineering

The scanner is now part of the
picking station, and there is no need
for collecting it nor for activating it.

Task Elimination due to Re-engineering

The totes arrive at the picking station
on the conveyor
The carts do not exist anymore.

Task Elimination due to Re-engineering

No need for walking for the pickers.

Task Elimination due to Re-engineering

No need for walking for the pickers.

2. Task - Pre Automation
Collect the totes and place them in a cart

3. Task - Pre Automation
Read the instructions for the picking task
from the scanner display

4. Task - Pre Automation
Follow directions to the

location

There is a small change:

5. Task - Pre Automation
Compare the barcode on the bin and the
scanner

No Automation

There is a small change:

6. Task - Pre Automation
Identify an item in the bin to be picked. The
item description (not image) is displayed on

The picker today to identify the
item's bin on the shelving unit has to
make sure that the bin location
displayed on the screen matches with
the bin location from which the picker
chose to pick.

No Automation

the scanner

im e of
an him/her
The
picker today
help
cansee
which can
the product
identify faster the product on t
sef
The item is being displayed on a
bigger and higher resolution screen
compared to older scanner screens.

7. Task - Pre Automation
Ensure the item is checked from 6 sides for
damages

No Automation
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The task remains the same.

8.

Tas

- Pre Automation

Scan the item and the tote

No Automation

The task remains the same.

No Automation

The task remains the same.

9. Task - Pre Automation
Place an item in a tote

10. Task - Pre Automation
Once the totes are full or recalled, transport
the totes on the cart to designated area

Task Elimination due

to Re-engineering

There is no need for totes
transportation by the picker. Once
the totes are full, the picker pushes
the full tote onto the conveyor.

Exceptions / Additional Tasks - Pre
Automation,
e.g., damaged product, missing scanning
labels, an item on the floor, etc.

No Automation

The tasks within the exception tasks
nature of

might change; however, the
the tasks stays the same.

Table 3-6: Picking Job Automation Analysis.

3.5.2

Stowing job

Automation (No/Partial/Full)

Task/Activity

Task Elimination due to Re-engiefring

Explanation

Task Addition due to Re-engineering

1. Task - Pre Automation
Collect the scanner and activate it

Task Elimination due to Re-engineering

The scanner is now part of the
stowing station, and there is no need
for collecting it nor for activating it.

Task Elimination due to Re-engineering

The cart does not exist anymore

2. Task - Pre Automation
Collect a cart

3.

4.

Full Automation

The robots present the stower with
different shelving units, based on the
optimization algorithm. The shelves
come to the stower, so she/he does
not have to choose the stowing
location.

No Automation

The task remains the same.

Task - Pre Automation

Choose

the location

for

stowing

Task - Pre Automation

Choose and pick an item to be stowed
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5. Task - Pre Automation
Ensure the item is checked from 6 sides for

No Automation

The task remains the same.

No Automation

The task remains the same.

No Automation

The task remains the same.

No Automation

The task remains the same

damages

6. Task - Pre Automation
Scan the item and check the details on the
screen

7. Task - Pre Automation
Stowing an item in the bin
~~8.

Task- Pro

iiti0ation

Scan the bin location and confirm it on the
screen

9. Task - Pre Automation
Once the cart is empty return it to a
designatedTask

There is no need for the cart

Task Eliminationedueytoetue-engineering
limination due to Re-engeerg

transportation by the stower. Once
tote is empty, the stower stores
Ithe
totes and pulls in the full
the empty
totes onto the station from the
conveyor.

10. Task - Pre Automation
Once the totes are full or recalled, transport
the totes on the cart to designated area

No Automation

9

The tasks within the exception tasks
might change; however, the nature of
the tasks stays the same.

Table 3-7: Stowing Job Automation Analysis.

3.5.3

Packing job

When it comes to packing job, I am not able to perform the same analysis as the above for picking
and stowing as the job has not been changed due to introducing mobile robotics systems.

3.6

Conclusions

This chapter dived deep into how the analyzed jobs: picker, stower, and packer; have been
performed pre and post automation. Not only from the functional perspective of the task but also
what skills are required to complete the tasks. What knowledge is required of the person to be
able to perform the task correctly? Knowledge, which perhaps we humans, often take for granted,
e.g., what's the optimal way of picking an item based on our knowledge of objects as well as
having a good understanding of the physics of the world and how these are applied in dealing with
the physical matter in our everyday life. This detailed analysis just made me more amazed and
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more appreciative of human beings and what a long way the robotics systems have to go to be as
'intuitive' and skilled as us. On the other hand, it also made me think how the tasks are being
automated and perhaps where we should draw on the strengths of the machines and where on the
strengths of human workers to find optimal solutions. The task-based framework will allow to
analyze automation and optimization opportunities further.
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Chapter 4

4

Remaining

Tasks

Automation

at

Distribution Centers -

Framework for

Assessing Task Suitability for Machine Learning
4.1

Introduction

The exhaustive analysis of the jobs in the previous chapters provided enough information to
perform a further examination. In this section, the primary focus is on taking the tasks from all
three jobs pre automation and running each task through series of 21 questions. The questions
and the criteria for assessing the tasks come from a paper by Erik Brynjolfsson and Tom Mitchell
with a significant contribution from Daniel Rock, called 'A Rubric for Assessing Task Suitability
for Machine Learning. The paper identifies the key criteria which help measure what types of
tasks have high potential to be performed by machine learning today or in the near future. The
purpose of this framework in my research is to find which tasks within warehouse have a high
potential for automation by machine learning. Besides, I will show that not every task is suitable
for machine learning and some problems are better solved by humans - even if we have ML
capabilities. Machine learning suitability is a good starting point as more often especially in
robotics, machines are empowered by machine learning to do fascinating tasks in a physical world.
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The criteria are there to give guidance and not a concrete prediction. Each task, after 21 questions
will be assigned a score which then will be further analyzed and compared.
It is important to note however that the framework is still new and its primary focus of is on
supervised machine learning and not robotics, so possibly not all the questions are 100% relevant,
and perhaps some critical questions will be missing. Developing a framework specifically for
robotics can be the next step in my research on work automation.

The second part of the chapter is focusing on why even though some tasks might be ready for
automation and the technology is available, the tasks have not been automated yet. I will talk
about surprising outcomes based on the rubric and discuss other factors and examples which
illustrate why automation is hard and apply it not only to distribution centers but also to other
industries.

4.2

Suitability of Tasks for Automation

The detailed analysis of the tasks run through the machine learning rubric are included in
Appendix 2 - Picking, Appendix 3 - Stowing and Appendix 4 - Packing. The scores and the

interpretation of the jobs are as follow:

4.2.1

Picking Job Analysis
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Recommendations / Comments on the Results

Automation

Task

This is a very repetitive task, and the output is always the

same: collect and active the scanner. The scanners tend to
always be in the same location, on the individual shelving
unit. The shape of the scanner remains the same, and the

Elimination due

-

Pre - Automation - Task 1

Collect the scanner and

95

activate it

instructions are the same, so it comes as no surprise that

to

the task has a high ML suitability score. Having said the

Re-engineering

task had not been automated due to a robot picking up a
scanner and activating it, but it has been eliminated due to
re-engineering, changes in work-flow of the task. The

scanner is already at the picking station, no need to collect
it.

Similarly, to the task above, it is a very repetitive task, and
the output is always the same: collect the totes and place
them in the cart. The size of the cart and the tote often
Pre

-

Automation

-

Task 2

Collect the totes and place
them in a

Elimination due

-

cart

3

to
Re-enginring

remains the same. Also, how the totes are positioned on the
cart stays the same. But again, here the task has not been
automated due to a robot collecting a tote and placing it
on a cart but rather due to processes changes. The task has
been eliminated. There is no need for a cart, and the totes
arrive the at the picking station on the conveyor.

-

Pre - Automation - Task 3

Read the instructions for the
picking task from the

Elimination due

The very high score means high suitability for automation.

to
Re-engineering

Since the picker does not have to go anywhere to pick up
items, there is no need for this task anymore.

scanner display
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r

1~~~~t

The task has been eliminated. Comparing to the previous
the navigation part of the task is easy but what makes this
task difficult to perform is the fact that originally it has
been performed with unpredictable agents: humans. When
humans are walking around the machines, robots detect
-

humans as 'unpredictable agents' who can all of the sudden

Automation - Task 4

Elimination due

-

Pre

Follow directions to the

83

location

slowdown, move quickly to the right, the pace might vary a
lot. The reason why mobile robotics systems companies

to
Re-engineering

have been able to automate this task was the

fact

that they

made the unpredictable and unstructured environment,
predictable and structured and with no humans in the loop.
This was again a great example of the process/system
change which allowed for the automation, not purely the
technological advancement.

The task has a very high score however it has not been
automated yet, even though for the camera to detect a
barcode and scan it and compare it against the other
barcode is an easy task. One of the reasons could be that
the information gathered during this task is crucial for

Pre - Automation - Task 5

performing the next task which is hard to automate (pick
an object). One of the recommendations could be that

-

Compare the barcode on the

95

No

bin and the scanner

rather having a human to recognize the bin, the computer
could identify the cell and provide a sensory/visual clue for
the picker. For example, where is the bin location, e.g., if
the user wears an argument reality headset it could give
the worker a visual clue which bin to pick from?

The low score suggests that the task has low suitability for
Pre - Automation - Task 6 Identify an item in

machine learning in its current form and workflow. Human

the bin

to be picked. The item

workers are still exceptional with their finger and manual

63

Ndexterity

skills as well as identifying objects among a lot of

No

description (not image) is

visual noise. The task will remain hard to automate in the

displayed on the scanner

near future unless the way the items are stored or packaged
changes.
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The low score suggests that the task has low suitability for
machine learning in its current form and process. Again,
humans seem to exceed in tasks which are ambiguous such
as quality control. How to tell if something is damaged?
Unfortunately, the problem is hard due to data bases of

-

Pre - Automation - Task 7

Ensure the item is checked

what damaged objects look like. Humans have
61

No

from 6 sides for damages

extraordinary ability to spot details which are perhaps out
of the norm, e.g., scratches, folds. The task either remains
the same or it can be rearranged and added to a different
job in a warehouse, e.g., packing. So, checking an object for
damages happens only once, during the packing process.

The task has relatively high score, comparing to the other
tasks which have not been automated. However, what
makes this task interesting is that it has two parts to it: an
easy part for machines of scanning an item and a tote and
the hard part of manipulating an item very well (in order
Pre - Automation

Task 8

Scan the item and the tote

77

No

to find the barcode). Since the tasks require finger
dexterity and manual dexterity, we could either rethink
what 'scanning' is and whether there is a different way of
associating a product with a tote or change the packaging,
to make it more uniform for machines to pick up and
manipulate.

The task does not necessarily require a complex object
manipulation, which is excellent for machine learning and
robotics. Also, it takes advantage of gravity since an item
is being dropped; however it has some vague descriptions as
well as it requires knowledge of physics: knowledge about
Pre - Automation - Task 9

Place an item in a tote

71

No

materials. The task is not extremely difficult, and the
technology is not far away to perform this less complicated
task, but we are not there yet. Also, we have to think
about the task that is before this task, to place an item in a
tote - the article has to be picked first, and that's where
the difficulty comes
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The reason why the task got the relatively low score is the
fact it does require some manual dexterity, navigation and

Pre - Automation - Task 10
recalled, transport the totes

on

mobility in not so predictable environments, however yet

Elmimation due

- Once the totes are full or

76

again this task got eliminated due to change of the

to

the cart to designatedReeineering

processes. There is no need for totes transportation

by

the

picker. There are no carts, and once the totes are full, the

area

picker pushes the full tote onto the conveyor.

-

Pre - Automation - Task

This task includes all the unstructured and unpredictable

Exceptions / Additions, e.g.,

tasks and creative problem-solving. It might take some

damaged product, missing
scanning

labels, item on the
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time for this kind of task to be suitable for machine

No

learning/robotics.

floor

Table 4-1: Picking Job In-Depth Automation Analysis

4.2.2

Stowing Job Analysis

Task

Automation

Recommendations / Comments on the Results
This is a very repetitive task, and the output is always the
same: collect and active the scanner. The scanners tend to
always be in the same location, on the special shelving unit.

Pre - Automation - Task 1 Collect the scanner and
activate it

to

The shape of the scanner remains the same, and the
instructions are the same, so it comes as no surprise that the
task has a high ML suitability score. Having said the task

Re-engineeng

had not been automated due to a robot picking up a scanner

Elimination due

95

and activating it, but it has been eliminated due to reengineering, changes in work-flow of the task. The scanner is
already at the stowing station, no need to collect it.
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Similarly, to the task above, it is a very repetitive task and
the output is always the same: collect the cart. The size of
t d
due
Elimination

Pre

Automatio

the cart remains the same. But again, here the task has not

been automated due to a robot collecting a cart but rather

Task 2
I

Collect a cart

Re-engineering

due to processes changes. The task has been eliminated.

det

There is no need for a cart, and the totes arrive the at the
picking station on the conveyor.

As we can see from the result, the score is high, and the task
has been automated. In automated warehouses, the worker

Pre - Automation - Task 3 Choose the location for

102

Automation

stowing

does not have to make that decision anymore. The system

automatically sends over the shelves to the worker based on
shelf space utilization.

The tasks involved picking an object and placing an object
on a shelf. If the workflow of this task is to remain the same,
Pre - Automation - Task 4

then the task might be hard to automate in the near future,
however, if we re-think what stowing means or how items are

-

Choose and pick an item to
be stowed

79

No

being stowed then, perhaps not tucked in on the shelves then
we can think of automation of the task.

The low score suggests that the task has low suitability for
machine learning in its current form and process. Again,
humans seem to exceed in tasks which are ambiguous such as
quality control. How to tell if something is damaged?
Unfortunately, the problem is hard due to databases of what

Pre - Automation - Task 5 -

Ensure the item is checked
from 6 sides for damages

61

No

damaged objects look like. Humans have extraordinary
ability to spot details which are perhaps out of the norm,
e.g., scratches, folds. The task either remains the same or it
can be rearranged and added to a different job in a

warehouse, e.g., packing. So, checking an object for damages
happens only once, during the packing process.
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M

The task has relatively a high score, comparing to the other
tasks which have not been automated. However, what makes
this task interesting is that it has two parts to it: an easy
part for machines of scanning an item and a tote and the
-

Pre - Automation - Task 6

Scan the item and check the
details on the screen

hard part of manipulating an item very well (to find the
93

No

barcode). Since the tasks require finger dexterity and manual
dexterity, we could either rethink what 'scanning" is and
whether there is a different way of associating a product with
a tote or change the packaging, to make it more uniform for
machines to pick up and manipulate.

This task requires high finger dexterity to manipulate and
move objects as well as complex object recognition as often
the worker is only able to see part of an object. The most
significant barrier with this task is the fact that items are
usually being 'tucked' together on the shelves, which makes

-

Pre - Automation - Task 7

Stowing an item in the bin

83

No

it much more difficult to automate as when the items are
being placed, other items might have to be moved or might
fall out. That's why we as humans are very good at this task,
machines not so much. Perhaps part of the solution could be
to stow things differently.

The task has a very high score however it has not been
automated yet, even though for the camera to detect a
Pre - Automation - Task 8 Scan the bin location and
confirm it on the screen

barcode and scan it and compare it against the other barcode

95

No

is an easy task. One of the recommendations could be that
the camera or some a sensor at the station detects
automatically in which bin the item is being stored so no
scanning and confirmation necessary.

Again this task got eliminated due to change of the
processes. The task does require some manual dexterity,

Once the

cart

is empty

return it to a designated area
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P uo-Etion due
t
t
Re-engineering

navigation, and mobility in not so predictable environments.
For these reasons, automation would not be so efficient.
However, in current mobile robotics solutions, there is no
need for totes transportation by the stower. There are no
carts, and once the totes are empty, the stower pushes away
empty containers on the side of the station.
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Pre - Automation - Task-

This task includes all the unstructured and unpredictable

Exceptions / Additions, e.g.,
damaged product, missing
scanning labels, item on the

45

No

tasks and creative problem-solving. It might take some time
for this kind of task to be suitable for machine
learning/robotics.

Table 4-2: Stowing Job In-Depth Automation Analysis.

Most of the tasks with a score over 90 have been eliminated or automated in the picking job. The
tasks with the lowest scores have not been automated yet and have a long path towards machine
learning suitability, according to the metric, only of course if the tasks remain in the way they
are performed right now. Running such an analysis provides fascinating insights as to how tasks
are being automated or transformed and how the nature of the process or the environment can be
manipulated to achieve the task.

There are also some interesting lessons and takeaways be learned:

- Take Away 1 - don't just strive for automation but strive for task re-engineering

Tasks with high scores sometimes were not automated but rather eliminated due to re-engineering,
e.g. 'Task 1 - Collect the scanner and activate it' which suggests that sometimes even though the
task has a high potential for automation it does not mean it will be automated, it could just be
simply eliminated.

- Take Away 2 - Think how you can change the environment to make it more structured and

controlled, more predictable with a process/system change.
The task such as: 'Pre - Automation - Task 4 - Follow directions to the location' the task has
been eliminated due to re-engineering and had a high score of 83. However not as high as other
tasks, e.g. 'Pre - Automation - Task 2 - Collect the totes and place them in a cart'. In fact, this
task is a very interesting example, as the score is high meaning it has high suitability for machine
learning, but then there is this one component of the task which is hard. The task - 'navigation
around the humans' does not necessarily makes it impossible to automate, but it does not make
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the system as efficient as if there were no humans in the loop. Having changed the environment
in the task to make it more structured and controlled allowed for easier automation in the
companies such as GreyOrange or Amazon Robotics.

- Take Away 3 - Building robotic arm that picks objects is not hard. However, we need to

standardize the types of objects the robotic arm is picking.
In the task 'Pre - Automation - Task 6 - Identify an item in the bin to be picked. The item
description (not image) is displayed on the scanner'. The task had a low score, and indeed it has
not been automated. The primary barrier is that the variety of objects, shapes, materials is just
too high. It possible to train, e.g., robotic arms to pick up a wide range of objects. However, there
are just too many objects to learn how to pick (even if we use machine learning for generalization)
and too much computing power, as well as too much programming, would go into it. Some of the
proposed solutions or ways to think about it would be: standardized packaging - if packaging
comes perhaps in different sizes but one shape, e.g., in a rectangular cardboard box or if the items
are stored differently, so these never have to be picked? What if the robotic arms that pick the
objects are being controlled remotely by humans. Another solution could be to sort items as they
come to a warehouse, items which have rectangular shape go to picks which can be picked by a
robotic arm and all the other objects can go to human pickers.

- Take Away 4 - We should not only think about a single task and how can we automate it but
also about crucial tasks that happen before the task we automate.
In the task 'Pre - Automation - Task 9 Place an item in a tote' The task might not necessarily
be hard, however, when we think about placing an item in a container, well the product has to be
picked first - and picking is very hard for robots.

4.2.3

Packing Job Analysis
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Automation

Task

Recommendations

/

Comments on the Results

The way employees are registering at the station. The task has a
high score for ML suitability, but it remained the same. Luckily
the task is not being repeated multiple times but only once per
working session, but to eliminate the task we would have to rethink what does 'registering at the station means'? Could it be

1. Task
Scan workstation barcode

93

No

possible that there is a camera at the station (which is also used
for other purposes) and it detects the face of the employee and

registers her/him? All in all, it might cost more to re-engineer the
task rather than for it to be done by employees especially that it is
no repeated very often throughout the shift.

Again, the score of the task is high. The task is highly repetitive,

and the task does not change a lot (the sizes of the'totes remain
the same). Could a robotic arm perform the task? Indeed, it could
be, and perhaps it would not be even a complex machine to build,
2. Task

however, will installing one arm per station optimize the workflow

Collect totes from a

line/conveyor

or the modular

storage wall (depending on the

97

No

by much? Is there enough space at the station for the machines

and the human? Or maybe a single robotic arm could service
multiple stations? Again it is being proved that even though the

station)

task can be automated, it isn't. The entire packing process or part

of it needs changing the workflow or re-grouping the tasks more
optimally.

Well, the task's score is perhaps too high as it is in its current

form. Finding the slip among the objects can sometimes be

3. Task
Pick up instruction

slip from

N

91

the tote and scan in

difficult. However, the task could be automated altogether if we
think where we place the slip. If the slip is in the tote, then it
needs to be taken out and scanned, what if the slip is placed
outside the tote, so the slip is being scanned as the tote pass?

This task has a high score, and indeed it is easy to execute on it as
machines are quite good in natural language understanding, so
automating the task is not the problem. The problem, however,
occurs when we think about what task is being performed next:

4. Task

pick up a box. The task number 4 allows for task number 5 to

Read the box/packaging
recommendation
screen

from

the

No

happen. One of the ways the task could be changed is as either
some system shows the user which box to pick, or box come in a
tote with an order.
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Picking up package is easy for a robot to do since there are limited

5. Task
Pick up an appropriate
packaging

93

types of packaging. The problem

No

might occur

if the boxes are

stored in a way that's difficult for the robot to pick it up.

Well in this task the score is high. However, I think the score has

6. Task
Shape/form a box from a flat
to 3D structure

not been given accurately based on the questions. Even though the
91

instructions for folding the box is straightforward to execute, when

No

it comes to doing it in a physical world, the task does not prove to
be so easy.
-.

4- ---

---

--

...
........
-

------

The low score suggests that the task has low suitability for
machine learning in its current form and workflow. Human workers
7. Task
Pick an item

are still exceptional with their finger and manual dexterity skills as
81

No

well as identifying objects among a lot of visual noise. The task
will remain hard to automate in the near future unless the way the
items are stored or packaged changes.

The low score suggests that the task has low suitability for
machine learning in its current form and process. Again, humans
seem to exceed in tasks which are ambiguous such as quality
control. How to tell if something is damaged? Unfortunately, the
problem is hard due to data bases of what damaged objects look

8 Task
Ensure the item is checked
from 6 sides for damages
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No

like. Humans have extraordinary ability to spot details which are
perhaps out of the norm, e.g., scratches, folds. The task either
remains the same or it can be rearranged and added to a different
job in a warehouse, e.g., packing. So, checking an object for
damages happens only once, during the packing process.

Scanning an item is not hard since it requires matching a barcode
on the product and matching a barcode in the system or on the
9. Task
Scan an item

991a abarcode
No

screen, so the task in itself is likely to be automated however the
difficult part of this task is in manipulating the object to find
the
to scan. Perhaps one of the solutions would be to rethink
what a 'barcode' is? Maybe we can identify items differently, or
the objects are being scanned automatically.

10. Task
Place an item and the slip in a
box/envelope

This is similar to 'place an item in the container' task. However
87

No

this time container is the box.
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The task requires knowledge and judgment about the physics of
11. Task

the materials and how to 'securely' store/wrap up goods. There are
No

Apply paper or sealed air bags
if necessary in the box
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some guidelines or simple rules on how to do that however to do a
great job one needs to use own judgment.

Scanning an item. is not hard since it requires matching a barcode
on the product and matching a barcode in the system or on the
12. Task

screen, so the task in itself is likely to be automated however the

97N

Scan a label

difficult part of this task is in manipulating the object to find the
barcode to scan. Very similar to task number 9.

13. Task
Place the label on the
designated area on

No

the

Applying the label part could be automated, and it is already
n
ppid one
ar applied
automated however not at the station. Two labels are
at the station (manually) and one on the conveyor (automatically)

packaging

Closing the box is much easier than sealing the envelope. There are
already machines which can do box folding, once the box is on the
14. Task
Close or seal the package

85

No

conveyor. However, there are no machines that can do sealing the
package. Perhaps humans yet again are the best and cheapest
resource to perform the task.

Applying tape is a highly repeatable task, and it could be

15.

Task

Apply tape in the designated
area

automated. The kind of machines we see which automate taping,
89

N

often use the tape when a box is on the conveyor.

No

Pushing the package away should be easy to automate especially
that

16. Task

Place tbe package on the line
with the label up

9

Exceptions / Additional Tasks

This task includes all the unstructured and unpredictable tasks and

- Pre Automation,
e.g., damaged product, missing

scanning

labels, etc.

45

No

creative problem-solving. It might take some time for this kind of

task to be suitable for machine

Table 4-3: Packing Job In-Depth Automation Analysis.
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learning/robotics.

automate. In case of the first two jobs, a considerable part of the job has been automated

-

In the packing job as well as in the stowing and picking job, some tasks might be difficult to

walking, in packing. However, there is no walking, most of the job is being performed at the
station. To automate certain tasks in packing we have to re-think and re-engineer tasks so these
can be then partially automated. One of the ways to automate tasks and to remove bottlenecks
is an idea of splitting a job into tasks, and find out which tasks are the biggest pain-points? Once
we figure out which tasks are the hardest to automate, then we should bundle these tasks together,
in a way that there are jobs which include 'easy to automate' tasks and there are jobs which
include tasks which are very hard to automate. The idea comes from a paper by David (Autor, et
al., 2001) where once the jobs have been re-organized so that the exceptional or hard tasks have
been removed from other jobs and bundled together into jobs to not slow down the workflow of
other jobs. Could we perhaps use the same logic here? Could we suggest that some of the tasks
that belong to the packer, let's say forming boxes or sealing the boxes of filling the boxes with
paper to protect the goods be done by another person, a person who specializes only in this one
single task?

4.3

Why is Automation Hard?

4.3.1

Introduction

Automation is a fascinating topic especially right now, when many technologies, such as machine
learning, Al, and robotics are advancing faster than ever before. It allows us (individuals, business,
governments, etc.) to have more opportunities and new ways of doing things, new services, new
products and even wholly new industries. It allows us to have more opportunities for things get
done faster, cheaper and closer to home. Currently, we hear a lot in media about Al taking over
the world or robots stealing our jobs (Westervelt, 2017), and even robots getting their citizenship
(Wootson, 2017). However, is it fair to say that everything will be automated in the near future?
If we look closely at automation, we will quickly realize that automation is a complex and
complicated process and some tasks are not being automated but re-engineered or/and eliminated
all-together. There are many factors which influence implementation of automation, even if the
technological solution is ready. Therefore, it is critical to remember that even though technology
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might stimulate and inspire the change in the company or the industry, the change does not
happen straight away. Eve if we have invented new technologies which can automate certain
human tasks, we are still much better at performing some of the tasks, for example providing
exceptional customers service, or having empathy. There is just something so unique about us
humans.

4.3.2

Technological Challenges and Technological Flexibility

Recent advances in machine learning and AI are astonishing. Machines can 'see' things
'understand' languages, robots can walk and make facial expressions. As impressive as it sounds,
is that enough to work in certain environments? Is it enough to collaborate with humans? Can
the fact that machine can 'see' an object, does it mean it understands what this object is and
what it means? Does it understand the concepts? If the machine can walk - can it walk on any
-

terrain? In any conditions? And then jump and climb trees and then adjust its limb to swim

-

just like humans can? Most probably not, at least not yet. If we are to look at mobile robotics

autonomous cars, even though it appears, and in some ways, it is truly impressive, it does not
have what's called Level 5 Autonomy. Level 5 means that it cannot drive by itself on the roads
as it's not ready for the real world yet. Having said that, mobile robotics systems are very well
developed and prosperous in tightly controlled environments, e.g., warehouses and KIVA Systems,
as well as GreyOrange, are excellent examples of that. The robotic units to navigate the space use
markers/stickers on the floor that look like a QR code. No fancy laser cameras, no GPS but
practical yet straightforward solutions that work, but only in tightly controlled environments.

There are many more challenges in allowing robotics to automate jobs, especially when it comes
to sophisticated object manipulation and adapting to use different tools. A great example of how
various organizations and companies are trying to overcome these challenges are yearly organized
competitions. Examples such as Picking Challenge by Amazon Robotics since 2015 (Ackerman,
2016) or DARPA Challenge where the challenge is to get robots to do a variety of tasks such as
driving, opening the door, using tools, etc. (Guizzo and Ackerman, 2015). Billions of USD poured
into the industry later, and we are not there yet. We are just at the infancy stage in robotics.
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The reason why Kiva Systems and GreyOrange are so successful, it is because of the very simple
structure of the solution. The robot itself is not a very sophisticated hardware device, but rather
a simple mobile robot with a couple of off the shelf sensors and with a very constrained function:
navigate using the stickers on a floor, lift and bring a particular shelf to a designated place. The
sizes of shelves are predefined and do not change, which makes it much easier for the robot to
manipulate it. The problem, however, occurs when I would like to use this kind of mobile robotic
system for carrying something that does not have a flat surface, but, e.g., it has a round shape.
Now, the story is entirely different, and the robot will not be able to bring, e.g., a ball since it is
designed to carry things which have rather flat surfaces. We can argue that the perhaps the 'top'
of the robot can be designed differently but then again, we would need to modify it. All in all, the
robotics industry is still at its infancy stage, but it is catching up fast following a huge machine
learning and deep neural networks revolution. Unfortunately, the technology is not ready yet to
take on the problems and challenges which we humans face and tasks which we exceed at every
day.

4.3.3

Laws and Regulations

So, let's say the technology is finally ready! The robotic arms can pick any object we like, the cars
and carts have the Level 5 Autonomy, and the drones can fly quietly for hours without charging.
Does it mean these technologies can be deployed so quickly in a work environment? What are the
laws and regulations which not only are there to protect the worker's laws but also privacy and
safety of other people? Here in the US, the government has been rather supportive and forward
thinking with testing new technologies, let's take for example medical device robot Da Vinci,
which some people think the robot got approved too quickly (Rai, 2013). Some local governments,
for example, State of California, are being very friendly and open towards testing autonomous
vehicles and issued testing permissions of autonomous vehicles for multiple companies ("DMV,"
2017). EU has also been very proactive in that matter and started a RoboLaw project (European
Commission, 2012) and after two years of research and $2.3 million has released a report with
guidelines on how to think about robotics laws in a field of autonomous vehicles, industrial
robotics, etc. Also, so far there have not been major regulations which would stop the use of
industrial robotics. We have to remember that approval of testing does not mean approval of
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usage. A great example is also a recent ban by The City of San Francisco where the delivery
robots were banned from the sidewalks (Brinklow, 2017). As the robots are more and more present
and work beside people, the machines will require more strict and clear regulations.

4.3.4

Cost of Automation vs. Cost of Human Labor

The technology is ready, regulations do not interfere with using the innovation, and the company
has a green light for implementation from the legal standpoint of view. Now let's look at the next
steps. An important decision for a company to make is: 'Can we afford this automation? Will
automating certain tasks be cheaper than actually employing people?' There is often an argument
that robots do not need breaks or do not get tired and therefore are more efficient and more
flexible workers. What if the initial introduction of the robots is very expensive and what if the
task is often changing and therefore the system or the workflow requires adaptation all the time?
These might be big structural changes that not all the companies can afford or perhaps the change
is not the most economical and it's just cheaper to employ people.

The costs are not only associated with purchasing of the new technology, but also with potential
costs of redesigning the tasks and processes within a facility. Costs of redesigning spaces, re-skilling
employees, employing experts who can operate the new systems. According to Via Store Systems
consulting group, there are about four levels of automation ranging from $500k to $40+ Million
(Clark, 2015). There are also times when the companies do not have a choice and need to deploy
robotics systems. One of the reasons could be labor shortage close the facilities, especially during
peak seasons or demand for a product or a service that significantly exceeds company's capabilities.
For example, Amazon needs to employ thousands of extra seasonal workers during Christmas
period. Sometimes finding that labor force close to the facility and for a limited period can be
difficult. Amazon to prevent any disruptions of the service does not have a choice but to turn into
automation.

To summarize, in most cases automation is cost effective and brings huge returns on investment.
Amazon is an excellent example of that. According to Amazon Senior VP of Worldwide Operations
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and Customer Service Dave Clark, in a video published in 2014, he said that Kiva Systems robots
would help to slash operating costs by 20 percent ("Bloomberg," 2014). The time to package
things from the shelves would go down from 90 mins to 15! (Tam, 2014) while increasing the
storage capacity of a single distribution center by 50%. Moreover, Kiva robots can relocate an
entire warehouse, from one perfectly organized space to another, in just 48 hours. However, there
are also some cases where automation is not the most cost-effective solution because the problem
that the company is facing is not related to lack of automation but related to lack of good and
efficient processes or the company simply cannot afford the change.

4.3.5

Need for Redesigning the System, Processes, and Flow

We have the technology, and the law is on our side, the automation of specific jobs proved to be
cost-effective, now do we have the capacity to implement it? Do we have the right talent that can
lead the technological transition? Do we have thoughtful leadership that can guide the entire
teams through the change? Can we re-imagine what a new work flow will be like? The most
famous example of where introducing a new technology alone is not enough, is an example of
steam engines (Hunter and Lynwood, 1991). The steam engine invented in by Thomas Newcomen
in 1712 got widely spread primarily in Europe by 1733. Apparently, there were 110 at the time.
However, they were highly inefficient and hard to adapt to current factory settings. It took Watt
many years of experimenting and reinventing some of the factory processes to make the steam
engine three times more efficient. The steam engine technology was a massive revelation in 1712,
promising to increase efficiency and productivity for many factories. The way the steam engine
was introduced, was that it replaced an old engine, but nothing else has changed within the
system. It took until 1776 to figure out how to harness the power of this technology. It took a
new approach to factory work to make a difference! But once the new way was discovered, it was
revolutionary! Sometimes we cannot just 'inject' technology into the system, it simply won't
always work or won't always be effective. Sometimes we have to redesign the entire systems,
processes and workflows which takes time, expertise and total transformation. It takes strong
leadership to imagine: 'What would happen if we tried that?'.

Kiva Systems, on the contrary, was one of those systems that did not require a huge change for
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the companies that deployed the system in their warehouse. That's one of the reasons why it was
and still is very successful. It did not require its customers to redesign their centers or workflows
entirely but rather to do small or not expensive changes to the systems at the beginning (replace
the shelving units, add stickers on the floor, etc.). As mentioned earlier, it took Amazon over a
year to fully integrate and embrace the system, which resulted in increasing its storage capacity
by impressive 52% and productivity gains. Over time the workflow and physical design of the
facilities have been changing to be more optimal for the robotic system, but it's more of an
optimization change rather than a dramatic structural change.

4.3.6

Management Decisions and Employees Approval

Businesses are not just machines, new technologies, productions lines, and products but most
importantly businesses are people, processes, and decisions. Even though the company has an idea
of implementing some new technology, for it to be successful, the management, as well as
employees, need to be on board with the decision. In fact, not only to get on board but also
understand or have expertise how to get the entire team through that change. There are cases
-

where sometimes employees have a very low tolerance for the mistakes caused by new machines

even though they might have much higher error tolerance for other humans, customer service call
centers where people get very frustrated with automated bots. Not only being open-minded about
the change but also knowing how to introduce it, how to cause as little distraction as possible to
the day-to-day operations of the company, is a real challenge. On top of that, there are also certain
processes that have to happen: such as hiring new people who are experts in the technology,
retraining existing employees when necessary, etc.

Some technology companies in robotics industry have a unique way of bringing new automation
ideas to their warehouses. The technologies are first to be prototyped on a small scale in a test
facility that has a real life like functionality. Once the project is being prototyped in a test facility,
the automation is being piloted in few chosen warehouses. If the innovation passes this stage
efficiently, then it is being deployed to the entire network of centers and depending on the size of
the company it can be few or hundreds of centers. When the change is being introduced to the
whole network, there is no tolerance even for a small mistake. The warehouses are very busy and
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particular busy during e-commerce peak season (Sept-Dec). If the new system is unreliable, the
employees may refuse to perform the tasks, or it can affect the customer experience.

4.3.7

Ethical Dimension

The factor which perhaps is less spoken about, is the ethical dimension of the automation
challenge, especially when we deploy robots working with humans. How do we make machines
moral? How do we develop a common sense in robotics and Al? Will machines empathize with
us? The most famous example is a trolley dilemma. It says: If the autonomous car drives over the
bridge, and it starts to glide, should it turn right and drive off the bridge and kill the driver or
should it turn left into an incoming bus full of high school students and potentially kill all the
children in the bus? We as humans perhaps do not think about dilemmas like this when it comes
to our driving, and when we are in such a situation, we would just react, and do what feels right.
However, when it comes to autonomous mobile robotics, these kinds of decisions might have to
be made beforehand. It is almost as we have to 'embed the ethics' in the robotic systems. As much
as it might not have a significant effect on the industrial robotics yet, in the near future, the
ethical dimension might pose challenges and questions for the industrial robots.

Others might

also believe that perhaps it is not ethical to take away jobs from people, as it might almost feel
as in taking away someone independence, dignity and the ability to be self-sufficient (Lama and
Brooks, 2016).

4.3.8

Societal Acceptance

Perception can sometimes be almost as important as the effects themselves. When it comes to
robotics and AI technologies the opinion and people's feelings on these technologies can be a
significant factor when it comes to acceptance of innovations. Will Al and robotics be accepted in
some social settings? Will people be ok to be served by the robots which have limited capabilities?
Talking to an AI which says 'I am sorry can you repeat? I didn't quite get that' five times in a
row? The world is divided. Let's start with a place where robotics and AI are welcomed and more
accepted: Japan. Japan is known for being a very robotics friendly country to the point where
they even let robots to prepare sushi (Redmond et al., 2017). In fact, the country is striving to
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introduce more robots and is home to many automation companies. Japan's one of the main
reasons for pushing innovation is its aging, and shrinking population (Reynolds, 2017) and the
government has to figure out who will be caring for the elderly citizens. Also, the productivity of
Japanese labor force is 40 percent lower than that for example of the US. The country has widely
adopted many different forms of robots. Starting with robotics assistants in shops, e.g., Robot
Pepper (Park, 2014) to fluffy robotics which are companions to seniors, such as Paro (Lowe, 2017).
In other cultures, however, robotics might have some negative connotations and the society in
these countries or regions might not be as welcoming as in Japan, or the community has a very
different experience with robots, e.g., Germany. Survey on robotics conducted in Japan, U.S, and
Germany shows different trends and different acceptance of form factors and what people picture
when they think about robots. In Germany for example when asked if people would feel
comfortable in having a robot in their daily life, 26% people said they would not feel comfortable
comparing with 17% coming from the U.S. It is also fascinating to see how likely people would
accept the robot in different scenarios. In Japan, only 18% of surveyed people said they would not
want to use a robot in medical service, while in Germany and U.S. 32% and 31% accordingly
would not want to use medical services provided by AI and robotics. (Nitto et al., 2017). A lot
also depends on a form factor of the robot and experiences of the society with different types of
robotics. More human-like looking robots, humanoids are being perceived as creepy and even
scary, while we are happily accepting a simple mobile robot such as vacuum cleaner Rumba.

4.4

Conclusions

There is a big gap when it comes to what we say about the ease at which machines will take over
the world, what is being developed at R&D facilities and what is/can be soon implemented in the
industry. Yes, exciting new technological developments are a significant stimulant for encouraging
automation and for redesigning the businesses or creating entirely new businesses altogether. Many
factors influence the reality of whether something will be automated successfully if it can be
automated at all. We have to remember that changes, especially on the corporate level might take
some time, even more so in more traditional, slower moving industries.

In my work, I hope my mission can be helping people understand and informing them about the
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current state of developments and what's to come in the near future in industrial robotics and AL.
For the communities, not to be easily misled by sweeping claims and statements but challenge
them in a productive and informed way. Not only understand how the automation happens but
also to get a more accurate and whole picture of the process of automation. I believe it is our duty
as a scientific community to explain, investigate and communicate, so non-experts can know what
robotics and AI can and cannot do today.
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Chapter 5

5

Automation Effects on Work in Distribution Centers Industry
5.1

Introduction

As shown in the previous chapter, there are many factors which influence how and if automation
will be implemented - the fact which is rather overlooked by some researchers in the area as well
as by the media. Trying to get a complete image of the automation effects it is also worth
mentioning, not only how automation happens and what are the factors that influence work, but
also how automation effects labor demand and wages. In this case more specifically how machine
learning and robotics effects labor and wages in distribution centers industry. As I have shown in
different jobs analyses, automation does not always eliminate the entire jobs, but sometimes just
particular tasks within these jobs. Some tasks are also being removed or re-engineered. Sometimes
the technological innovation does not replace workers but complements them (Autor, 2001), or
perhaps it augments their human's skills, e.g., a robotic surgical arm is an excellent example of
how technology can be an extension of a sergeant's arm (Strickland, 2016). The arm, in this case,
can be far more precise than the sergeant alone. However, no robotic arm yet can be as good at
operating solely than an experienced sergeant. Together, the robotic device and the doctor make
an efficient human-robot team by drawing on strengths of humans and capabilities of the
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machines. In this chapter, the focus is in particular on how machine learning and robotics
automation effect labor demand and wages in warehousing industry and giving various examples
from the industry.

5.2

Types of Jobs at Distribution Centers

There are different types of jobs at a typical distribution center, operated by the companies
mentioned earlier in this thesis. The jobs which are the main focus of this paper are the lowest
skilled tier jobs: picker, packer, and stower. These jobs are highly repetitive and include a lot of
light manual work. These workers make up for the majority of employees in distribution centers.
The other types of jobs include managers who handle the teams and team leaders. Other tasks/jobs
which, depending on the company how are these grouped, include people with analytical skills
who are responsible for tracking the performance of the facility based on the key performance
metrics; technical support staff who monitor and service robots at the center. Some employees
handle inbound and outbound processes and making sure all the logistics in and out of the
warehouse are run smoothly. There are a variety of jobs requiring different skills and abilities
within a single center. Some jobs require more manual skills, some more analytical skills, others
creativity and problem-solving while jobs such as manager and team leader require leadership and
managerial skills. The majority of jobs in a typical warehouse is made out of the lowest tier jobs.

5.3

Effects of Machine Learning and Robotics Automation on Jobs at Distribution
Centers - Labor Demand and Wages Effects

In the previous chapters, the focus has been on how advances in machine learning and robotics
effect work, processes, and tasks. This section will try to address how these advances affect labor
demand and wages across the entire warehousing industry and beyond. The data and examples
presented in this chapter come mainly from warehousing industry. To help us understand these
effects, yet another framework from the same paper by Erik Brynjolfsson and Tom Mitchell will
be used in this chapter. The framework distinguishes six different effects: substitution,
complementarities, business process redesign and re-engineering, the price elasticity of demand,
income elasticity and elasticity of labor supply.
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5.3.1

Substitution

Substitution occurs when a robot or a computer directly substitute some tasks replacing the
human worker. This effect is undoubtedly the most talked about by general public and media
since it completely replaces the need for human labor to perform the particular task. Looking far
into the past of the 80's we could say that a job such as 'calculator' or human-computer as well
as a typesetter got entirely replaced by the machines today. Another example, more recent one is
automation in auto-manufacturing industry where many of the physical jobs performed by people
on the production line got replaced by huge robotic arms
(Petzinger, 2017). Nowadays, however, it is hard to find a job which will be entirely replaced by
the machines. If we look at the jobs analyzed in this research none of the jobs got directly and
wholly substituted by technology. Some of the tasks got re-engineered, and that could lead to
elimination, but none of the tasks got fully automated. This could suggest that more often than
not, the tasks aren't being entirely substituted by the technology but rather technology inspires
the change, the re-engineering of the task which then can lead to task elimination.

Looking at the substitution effect, from the labor demand perspective, it is often assumed that
the labor demand goes down when technological substitution of workers happens. We could argue
however that in the case of some of the companies presented in this work that's not entirely true.
Depending on how we look at the automation effects and what forces we will take into account.
It is hard to distinguish and isolate how a single force influences the labor demand as I believe
some of these forces interconnect and some of them have almost a ripple effect. Yes, substitution
does eliminate workplaces, if we are looking purely only at substitution effects that shape the
demand. None of the companies talk directly about robot's productivity and compares it to human
productivity. However, we could assume based on the proxy data that on average it's around
three human workers. However, what we see in the industry isn't perhaps the decline of the labor
demand but rather the need keeps steadily growing. If we take Amazon, for example, the number
of employees and the number of warehouses has been increasing every year even after the
automation has been introduced (Mcgrane, 2017).
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If through substitution, a warehouse can increase its productivity and efficiency, this can have a
substantial positive effect on customer experience and on lowering prices. If the experience is
better and the prices are lower this creates demand for more products, more orders, etc. More
orders mean more facilities to process the orders; more centers mean more people etc.
I would say this can hold true in the industries where the demand for goods/services is relatively
fluid.
In contrast, let's take as an example automotive industry where a company has introduced
automation.

Now the production line is being mainly operated by machines, even though the

productivity of the factory has increased (Liuima, 2016) and the cars might be manufactured
faster, it does not mean that the demand will rapidly change and the customers will purchase
more cars. The need might grow by little since the company might lower some prices due to
automation and the vehicles would be manufactured faster; however, the jobs which have been
substituted by robots won't come back, the demand for this kind of products is not just as flexible.

5.3.2

Complementarities

We can say that a machine or a computer program complements a job/person if the person needs
a certain capability that a machine has, to perform or to fulfill the task. A great example of this
kind of collaboration between machine and a person can be a job which requires a lot of data
processing or calculations or memorizing information. Taking it back to a warehousing jobs
example, no human could ever remember where thousands and thousands of products are stored
in a single warehouse. Intuitively people would not be able to optimize for which objects to pick
up first from the shelf (part of a picking job) or which shelf to put the products on (part of a
stowing job). Computers are extremely good at optimizing these decisions using data. Due to
technological advances in machine learning and robotics stowers don't have to choose the shelf
they are going to stow objects on - the computer does it for them. We can also look at the examples
from the warehouses where robots can pick up the entire shelves where humans would not be able
to do it so quickly.

Taking it back to the effects of complementarities on wages and labor demand. The theory
suggests, that if there are tasks A and B which complement each other and task B is extremely
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important to task A. When task A gets automated, and its price decreases, the overall price of
A+B goes down. At the same time creating more demand for task B. A great analogy would be
an example of web developers. As web developing is more and more automated and cheaper and
more accessible for more people without coding experience, the skills for designing or creating
content or managing websites increase. Another great example which shows that when the price
of a service/skill goes down and the labor demand goes up is Amazon Web Services (AWS). AWS
has recently taken off by storm and now it brings Amazon over $4.10 billion revenue a year
(Novet, 2017). AWS does not only provide storage and basic data analytics but also Al services
such as Amazon Lex, Amazon Polly and more ("AWS", 2017). When the power and cost of
computing goes down, more and more businesses can access the power of data analytics, which
before required to have its own analytics team which can be expensive. These days even small
businesses like mine can employ a part-time data analyst who can use the data analytics tools
from AWS to perform different types of analysis, which has not been available before to many
small and medium-size businesses. So as one of the skills got almost automated (crunching data)
and the cost of data analytics went significantly down ("The Economist", 2015) the skill which is
in demand and attracts more businesses to hire - data analyst is in demand, at the same time
opening an entire new industry of Intelligent Platforms.

Unfortunately, the 'holding hands and singing kumbaya' story of complementariness does not hold
completely true in distribution centers. If we take as examples the companies and the jobs in the
study, while some of the tasks got automated (moving goods on mobile shelving units), the tasks
that complemented it did not necessarily get more in demand. Tasks such as picking items from
the shelves or stowing items on the shelves, none of these skills got more 'expensive.' The average
wage of warehouse workers at Amazon has not significantly increased over the past few years.

5.3.3

Business Process Redesign and Re-engineering

Automation of the warehousing jobs presented in the study is a great example of how reengineering and redesigning of the processes effects tasks and jobs. As analyzed in a stower and
picker job, the tasks of collecting containers and collecting the inventory from shelves, walking
around the warehouse, etc. - these tasks have not been directly automated and replaced by the
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machines but rather the whole process of how picking and stowing are done has been changed. By
taking the goods-to-person approach, some of the tasks have been eliminated and the most
economically valuable input in the process - human, has been economized (spent less on). The
redesign of the workflows has drastically increased the productivity as well as a capacity of a
single warehouse which led to two outcomes: warehouse could fulfill more orders in a shorter time
(price decrease and faster delivery time) while increasing a range of products available. This
increased the demand elasticity meaning that the demand for skills and human workers became
more sensitive to other changes such as wages, benefits, etc.
The second part of the theory in the framework, however, does not hold true in the warehousing
example. Even though some tasks got automated, the tasks and jobs which are still performed by
humans in warehouses have not become more valuable. The wages are relatively stable and low
in these kinds of physical employment and since the supply elasticity is high due to an abundance
of the skills required (picking up objects, putting objects on the shelves) the re-engineering and
redesign of the processes did not cause an increase in supply elasticity.
Increase in supply elasticity caused by re-engineering of tasks or redesigning of processes would
hold true in a job where the remaining tasks which are performed by humans the skills needed for
this task are scarce, e.g., AI implementation expert.

5.3.4

Price Elasticity of Demand

This factor is closely tied to substitution and task re-engineering. As mentioned earlier, it is hard
to say which particular factor has the most effect on labor supply and wages. Price Elasticity of
demand, in essence, means that by changing price of a good the demand for the good changes too.
If the price elasticity of demand is high, that means even a small price change of a product can
cause significant changes in the demand for this product.

That is undoubtedly true in e-commerce and distribution centers industry, especially when it
comes to changes caused by automation. In the point 5.3.1 when we talked about substitution
and that when a new robot got introduced, we could assume for our calculations that three workers
could get replaced. Well, that's three workers would have gotten terminated if the demand, as
well as the prices of the product, wouldn't have changed. However, through introducing the
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automation, the prices of some goods decreased as well as the delivery time shorten. These factors
increased the demand for the services and the products which to be fulfilled required more
warehouses and more workers. For example, in Amazon, as the company makes its prices cheaper
and competitive, it is converting high-street shoppers into e-commerce shoppers. The pie is
expanding, and the market is growing overall.

Of course, we cannot attribute market expansion, and prices decrease, entirely to positive effects
of automation, however using technology solutions (even if it replaces workers at the time) on a
longer run, it creates more demand more customers and even entirely new industries.

5.3.5

Income Elasticity

The concept of income elasticity describes the dependence between the income one has and the
spending power. As described in previous paragraphs, if a firm automates certain tasks or jobs
and as a result provides better customer experience and also for cheaper - this can significantly
increase the demand for firm's services and products, at the same time growing firm's income.
When the company has higher income, it can decide and reinvest part of its revenue into expanding
its range of products and services. In fact, it can even create a brand-new market and invest in
different parts of the company. Investing money back in the company leads to increase of labor
demand. Potentially it could mean that there is a demand for diversified labor - if the company
decides to invest the money in entirely new services or products. Again, a great example here is
Amazon where the firm keeps innovating and investing its profits into new technologies, expanding
its product offerings, e.g., Amazon Prime, One-hour delivery but also investing in entirely new
services such as cloud: AWS or grocery stores: Amazon Go or Wholefoods.

5.3.6

Elasticity of Labor Supply

The theory suggests that as wages change, the number of people working on the particular task
will change as well. In distribution center, since the skills required to perform the tasks are not
complex and are reasonably abundant, skills such as fair mobility, hands dexterity, reading, simple
counting, etc. then the labor supply for this kind of jobs is quite elastic; however, there won't be
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a significant wage change. The change in wages occurs in tasks and for skills which are more
specialized and scarce, e.g. machine learning scientist.

5.4

Conclusions

There are many forces and factors that affect labor demand and wages due to machine learning
and robotics automation. As presented in this chapter it's not all black and white, and it's hard
to say which one single effect has the most influence on jobs, wages, and labor. Ultimately what
people care about the most is whether they have a job and if they can make a salary that supports
their lifestyle and their family. Which directly translates into skills and what and how people
decide to learn new abilities in the Second Machine Age? How to pick a job which won't be
automated?
It is also worth remembering that these effects caused by automation can take many years actually
to affect the labor forces and wages. There are also many other factors in the economy that have
massive effects on labor and salaries such as outsourcing, policies, education, growth or decline of
population, etc.
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Chapter 6

6

Automation Effects on Work in Distribution Centers Industry
6.1

Introduction

The technological revolution which we are experiencing right now, the Second Machine Age has
profound effects on how we live, work, learn and relate to each other. What we are experiencing
right now is one of the most significant changes since the invention of the Internet. Our lives are
happening faster, the nature of our work is changing, and the way we use new tools empowered
by machine learning and robotics is gaining a new meaning.

One of the greatest fears and opportunities right now is how technology is changing the way we
do things, make things, execute tasks, etc., changing the way we work. The research presented in
this work was mainly focused on industrial work, in particular, warehousing as the type of jobs
that are being affected the most due to automation are warehousing jobs. Three types of jobs
within warehousing environment have been analyzed: picker, stower, and packer - the most
repetitive and the lowest skilled. The analysis in this work tried to understand how these jobs
transformed and how the tasks within these jobs changed. Additionally, to recognize the tasks
that are suitable for machine learning which might suggest that these will get affected the most
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due to technological advances in machine learning and AL.

6.2

Summary of Findings

After analyzing the chosen jobs and comparing them against the metric, it proved that the tasks
which had a high score have disappeared, however, the interesting part was that these tasks were
not automated but instead eliminated due to the re-engineering. The entire workflow of the task
was changed which allowed for automation. Often the automation was supported by robotics and
machine learning technologies. However, the task was not directly transformed or mimicked by
the machine but rather a new way of doing task has been invented. As if the technology inspired
the change.

Some tasks had low scores and these indeed have not been automated yet; however, this means
there is a huge opportunity in re-thinking what does it mean to, e.g. 'pick up a box' and whether
machines should mimic humans or we have to re-think the workflow to automate the tasks.

6.3

Critique of Methods Used in the Study

The rubrics which have been used in the study and the analysis are relatively new, and these have
been mainly designed for the supervised machine learning suitability. Robotics field is still in its
infancy, and we are to see many changes yet to come faster than we expect. I believe however
that we need to explore the robotics suitability question further and work used by Erik
Brynjolfsson and Tom Mitchell is a fantastic starting point to do that. AI, machine learning, and
robotics have many things in common but there are specific challenges which are specific to
robotics, and these should be addressed in a separate framework.

This approach focuses mainly on one type of robotics: mobile robotics systems. The work covered
here also includes most of the example from warehousing and distribution center industry,
although I was also thinking of other categories of robotics, e.g., medical or data collection or
robotic arms, etc. Perhaps different frameworks are needed for different robotics systems. The
rubric and the given scores for every task are guidance and not necessarily a binary YES/NO
answer. As mentioned in Chapter 4 there are many different factors which influence which tasks
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get automated and how which sometimes can become far more critical in assessing the suitability
for robotics and machine learning automation than the technology itself.

6.4

Suggestions for Further Research

This thesis is just the beginning of a project which can become very important and useful
framework for others to utilize and build on, but this time for robotics. For the next phase of the
research, I would also explore further different kind of robotics systems such as robotic arms and
data collection robots. The study could also be conducted by the industry in which robotics is
used in e.g., medical, service, food preparation, etc. Most importantly the new framework would
need some additional points which encompass the challenges specific to robotics development and
innovation. The complete image should be built of the entire robotics spectrum, for different
industries.

6.5

The Future to Come

I feel very privileged and excited to live in the times where I can dream of the things and have
experiences which perhaps were unimaginable before, thanks to some of the advances in AI,
machine learning, and robotics. I cannot wait for what's to come. I am also honored to have had
an opportunity to study at MIT and be mentored by my advisors and other experts in the field.
It helped me to learn how the world of automation works, and it left me with even more optimism
towards the future with robotics technologies. Leaving me understanding where we really are
today. What threats are there to come? What should we really fear and where we stand. This
work is my first attempt at exploration of the topic, and I hope I can advance the research in this
direction and to help people understand technologies of today and tomorrow.

We should encourage a productive and honest conversation on robotics technologies, especially
when it comes to work automation. As only through seeking knowledge and understanding we will
be able to make more informed decisions that really matter. Moreover, it is worth remembering
that some of the technologies such as AI, machine learning and robotics are advancing faster,
making it even harder for us to predict what's to come. Therefore, this research is a mere image
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of what's happening right, at the end of 2017 in some of the most exciting robotics companies in
the world. The framework is to serve as a tool, a conversation starter for what's today and
tomorrow.

Most importantly, we shall not forget that the future is not happening to us! We are not observers;
we are actively taking part in creating the future that we want. It's up to us to create the future
full of prosperity, health, happiness and equal opportunities for everyone, and no machine nor
computer program can change that!

There is something fundamentally unique about us.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Framework for Assessing Task Suitability for Machine Learning

1. Information needed to complete the task (inputs) and outputs can be explicitly specified in
machine-readable format
1: It is very difficult or impossible to identify particular inputs and outputs (e.g. emotions, ideas,
impressions)
3: It is possible to create rankings or partial representability of inputs and outputs
5: It is easy to quantify results on a machine/computer (e.g. calculations, concrete inputs and
outputs)

2. Task information is recorded or recordable by computer
1: Input and training outputs in separate, incompatible databases, or not online at all (e.g. no
dataset exists at all)
3: Some inputs and training outputs online/can be observed by computer (e.g. sensors can be
installed at low cost to generate necessary data - includes places where images, video, or sound
data can be recorded but may not be yet).
5: Inputs and training outputs already online in consistent format (e.g. queries can be made to a
database to get necessary information)

3. Task does not require a wide range of complex outputs (mental and/or physical)
1: Task requires a range of different mental or physical abilities (e.g. performing a difficult
surgery, completing an obstacle course, acting in a film, creating a plan, negotiating)
3: Tasks requires moderate variety in responding and acting (e.g. walking a dog, supervising a
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construction site, inspecting a building)

5: Task requires very little variety in thinking or action/movement (e.g. sorting mail, doing
taxes, labeling an image)

4. Task feedback (on the success of outputs) is immediate
1: Feedback is never received or takes a long very long time (e.g. predictions may take months
or years until accuracy can be proven, it takes years often, to determine the success of writing a
business plan)
3: Feedback is received but response time is inconsistent/unclear and/or unclear on if it is
beneficial to progress (e.g. teaching quality can be measured through standardized tests and
observations, which are neither immediate nor long-term)
5: Instant results/feedback when the action is executed (e.g. calculations can be immediately
categorized as either correct or incorrect)

5. The task output is error tolerant
1: A mistake could lead to serious harm, injury, or death to those involved, or could lead to
lasting negative consequences (e.g. mistake during surgery, mistake at a nuclear facility)
3: A mistake will have negative consequences, but can fixed with some work (e.g. a construction
mistake, or human resources slip-up will be noticed and reprimanded, but would not result in
termination of employment or injury)
5: A mistake can be easily fixed, and holds few, if any negative consequences (e.g. a slip up in
factory work or mail sorting mistakes could go potentially unnoticed)

6. It is not important that outputs are perceived to come from a human
1: Task fundamentally requires human connection (e.g. therapy, teaching, making a speech,
delivering bad news like a diagnosis)
3: Task could be done by a non-human, but might cause frustration or inefficiency (e.g.
customer service)
5: Task requires little human connection, empathy, or emotional intelligence (e.g. telemarketing,
preparing taxes, performing calculations, lifting boxes)
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7. Task does not require complex, abstract reasoning
1: Task requires intuition or highly involved reasoning (e.g. writing a plan, administering
therapy, coming up with a research proposal/plan, teaching)
3: Task requires some reasoning, but can mostly be broken into well-defined rules (e.g. playing
chess, sorting mail)
5: Task is mainly perception and does not require complex reasoning skills (i.e. can be done in
less than 1 second)

8. Task is principally concerned with matching information to concepts, labels, predictions, or
actions
1: The task does not have clear, consistent inputs or outputs (e.g. open-ended travel vacation)
3: The task potentially has well-defined inputs and outputs, but does not require mapping of the
two (e.g. middle management, camp counselor, kindergarten teacher)
5: The task has clear inputs and outputs. The purpose of the task is to determine how the
inputs affect the outputs (e.g. translating one language to another, matching an image to words
describing the image)

9. Task does not require detailed, wide-ranging conversational interaction with a customer or
other person
1: Task requires explaining something deeply to another person, or having a deep conversation
that cannot be predicted in advance (e.g. therapy, negotiation)
3: Task involves communicating but about a relatively small, pre-set range of topics (e.g. giving
instructions or directions, answering/asking specific/common questions)
5: Task doesn't require any form of communication/conversation with another person (e.g.
solving equations, lifting objects, observing)

10. Task is highly routine and repeated frequently
1: Task is not routine, and different approaches must be taken every time (e.g. negotiating
contracts, fighting a fire, treating rare and specific issues)
3: Task is routine, but might be done differently each time (e.g. waiting tables, operating a
multi-purpose machine, teaching a class)
5: Task is very repetitive, and must be done in the same way each time (e.g. working in an
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assembly line, delivering things along a route, being a cashier)

11. Task is describable with rules
1: The task has no clear, well-known set of rules on what is and is not effective (e.g. inventing a
product, dealing with exceptions, painting a painting, writing a book)
3: The task may be subject to some general rules (e.g. cutting hair, making a chair, overseeing a
construction site, driving a car)
5: The task can be fully described by a detailed set of rules (e.g. folding origami, following a
recipe, determining loan eligibility via formula)

12. There is no need to explain decisions during task execution
1: Decisions highly impact the lives of others and require justification (e.g. persuasion, long term
planning, law-making, courtroom decisions)
3: There is some need to explain decisions, particularly when people ask questions (e.g. doctors
performing checkups, operating machinery)
5: There is no need to explain decisions. The task is only concerned with having the correct
output, and does not depend on the process through which the output is determined. (e.g.
correctly predicting the weather, performing the correct calculation, optimizing allocation of
resources, determining quickest route)

13. Task can be converted to answering multiple choice questions, ranking alternative options,
predicting a number, or grouping similar objects
1: Task output does not have to do with any of these options (e.g. lifting objects, collecting
things, making things)
3: Task output may have something to do with categorizing or identifying things but the rules
or criteria are not clear in advance and must be discovered (e.g. Supervising others, making sure
that a team stays on track, recommending a plan)
5: Task is focused on applying a rule or pattern, particularly related to sorting or grouping
things (e.g. grading food quality, recognizing faces, diagnosing common conditions, sorting mail)

14. Long term planning is not required to successfully complete the task
1: The task is concerned with planning around a timeline of months or years (e.g. supervising
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research projects, constructing complex buildings, entrepreneurship, crafting long term cancer
treatment plans)
3: The task is concerned with a timeline in the range of weeks or days or an indeterminate
amount of time (e.g. managing others' workloads, teaching students a specific set of lessons)
5: The task involves an immediate response and isn't concerned with a future impact (e.g.
answer questions in a call center, lifting objects, performing calculations)

15. The task requires working with text data or might require working with text in the future:
1: Task does not include working with any text (e.g. making a hamburger, operating machinery)
3: Task may include some light reading (e.g. reading labels, occasionally reading directions)
5: Task includes heavy text processing, reading, or writing (e.g. reading documents, writing a
letter)

16. The task requires working with image/video data or might require working with
image/video data in the future:
1: Task does not require looking at images or videos, or otherwise using your eyes (e.g. having a
phone conversation)
3: Task may occasionally require utilizing images and video (e.g. greeting customers, knowing
whether you're alone before entering a password)
5: Task requires analyzing images and videos (e.g. finding defects in products, looking at
surveillance footage, classifying objects in pictures, facial recognition)

17. The task requires working with speech data or might require working with speech data in
the future:
1: Task does not require listening to or communicating with speech (e.g. independent tasks such
as lifting objects, repetitive assembly work)
3: Task may require occasional listening, talking, or communicating (e.g. construction work,
being a cashier, financial analyst)
5: Task requires heavy speech processing, or communicating with speech (e.g. telemarketing,
translating between languages, giving a speech, having a conversation)
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18. The task requires working with other types of data (other than text, image/video, and
speech):
1: Task does not require working with digital data in any form (e.g. making handmade art)
3: Task requires working with some types of data at a low frequency (e.g. performing restocking
tasks at a grocery store, testing machines for maintenance)
5: Task requires constant interaction with machine or sensor data. (e.g. monitoring
temperature/weather, analyzing pricing data, monitoring machine performance)

19. Many components of the task can be completed in a second or less
1: Task takes a long time to complete (e.g. making a plan, writing a book)
3: Task cannot be done instantly, but also does not involve much long-term planning (e.g.
performing a surgery, delivering food)
5: Task can be done instantly, or can be broken up into smaller choices that can be done
instantly (e.g. Identifying a picture)

20. Each instance, completion, or execution of the task is similar to the other instances in how
it is done and these actions can be measured
1: Task primarily involves rare or unique situations that cannot be summarized easily with
machine-readable data (e.g. making strategic decisions for a company)
3: Data can be collected but the data output structure is highly varied (e.g. performing different
types of surgery will generate different kinds of feedback)
5: Data are already available or can be easily collected (e.g. customer service transcripts, text
translation, image classification, stock price movements)

21. Actions in the task must be completed in a very specific order, and practicing the task to
get better is easy
1: Task involves many rare-occurring or unique situations that make the task hard to practice
(e.g. therapy, negotiating)
3: Task involves some components for which a reward function can be defined (e.g.
shipping/receiving in a warehouse, designing mechanical components)
5: Sequences can be repeated and tested over and over again, and there are "right" moves that
can be used to generate rewards (e.g. video games, industrial process optimization)
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Appendix 2. Picking job pre-automation analysis against machine learning rubric.
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outputs (mental
an or physical)
YITs reuiresi
range of d erent
mental or physical
abilities (e.g.
performing a
difficult surgery,
completing an
obstacle course,
acting in a film,
creating.a plan,
negotiating)
3: Tasks requires
I
moderate variety in
responding and
acting (e.g. walking
a dog, supervising a
construction site,
inspecting a
building)
6:5:Taik reqires
very little variety in
thinking or
action/movement
(e.g. sorting mail,
taxes,
dog
Llabe
an iage
i!g

5

5

5

5

-

4. Task feedback
(on the success of
outputs) is
immediate
1: Feedback s
never received or
takes a long very
long time (e.g.
predictions may
take months or
years until accuracy
can be proven, it
takes years often,
to determine the
success of writing a
business plan)
3: Feedback "s
received but
response time is
inconsistent/unclear
and/or unclear on if
it is beneficial to
progress (e.g.
teaching quality
can be measured
through
standardized tests
and observations,
which are neither
immediate nor longterm)
-

1
1

3

5: Instant

-

5

A mistake could
lead to serious
harm, injury, or
death to those
involved, or could
lead to lasting
negative
consequences (e.g.
mistake during
surgery, m.s"Me at
a nuclear facility)
3: A listake will
have negative
consequences but
can fixed with some
work (e.g. a
construction
mistake, or human
resources slip-up
will be noticed and
reprimanded, but
would not result in
termination of
employment or
injury)
5: A mlistkean eN
easily fixed, and
holds few, if any
negative
consequences (e.g. a
slip up in factory
work or mail
sorting mistakes
could .g
tentially

--

4 --. 4--

4-~--,~-

1:

-

5

-~

is error tolerant

-5

-

results/feedback
when the action is
executed (e.g.
calculations can be
immediately
categorized as
either correct or
incorrect)
S. The task otpuu

1

3

5

---------------

5

5

3

5

5

unnoti r
#. It is not

important that
outputs are
ceived to come
m a human

-:Task--

fundamentally
requires human
connection (e.g.
therapy, teaching,
making a speech,
delivering bad news
like a diagnosis)
3: Task could be
done by a nonhuman, but might
cause frustration or
inefficiency (e.g.
customer service
5 Task requires
little human
connection,

jf7
__

_

_

_/__

_

_

_

_

_

1**
34
5

5

5

5

5
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5

5--

5

empathy, or

emotional
intelligence (e.g.
telemarketing,
preparing taxes,
performing

calculations, lifting
boxes)
7. Task des not
require complex,

abstract reasosig
1: Task requires
intuition or highly
involved reasoning
(e.g. writing a plan,
administering
therapy, coming up
with a research

1~

1

1

proposal plan,
I __

3: Task

- -, -

-

-.- ,I----------------

- - --------------

requires

some reasoning, but
can mostly be

3

broken into welldefined rules (e.g.
playing chess,

sorting mail)
V3:Task is Mainly

perception and does

not require complex
reasomng skills (i.e.
can be done in less
than 1 second)

8. Task is

5

5

5

5

5

___

concerne wit h
matching
information to
concepts, labels,
predictions, or
actions

____

___

7f.T& skds
not have clear,

~

1

consistent inputs or

outputs (e.g.

open-

ended travel
I

vacation)

potentially has
well-defined inputs
and outputs, but

does not require
mapping of the two

5

3

3

(e.g. middle
management, camp

counselor,

3

kindergarten

teacherL_
5: The task has
clear inputs and
outputs. The
purpose of the task

is to determine how
the inputs affect
the outputs (e.g.
translating one
language to
another, matching
an image to words

5

5

5

5

5

describing the

9.Task does not
require detailed,
conversationial

interaction with a
customer or other
person
requi
--:Ta
explaining
something deeply to
another person, or

___

having a deep

conversation that
cannot be predicted
in advance (e.g.
therapy,
nlegotiation)
3: Tas in'volves

communicating but
about a relatively
small, pre-set range
of topics (e.g.
giving instructions
or directions,

3

answering/asking

specific/common
Iquestions)
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5: Task doesn't
require any form of
communication/con
versation with
another person (e.g.
solving equations,
lifting oh ects,

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

.1-

oserving

10. Task I ghy~
routine and
repeated frequently
1: Task is not
routine, and
different approaches
must be taken
every time (e.g.
negotiating
contracts, Fighting a
fire treating rare
and specific issues)
3: Task is routine,
but might be done
differently each
time (e.g. waiting
tables, operating a
multi-purpose
machine, teaching a
class)
5Task ~svery
repetitive and
must be done in the
same way each time
(e.g. working in an
assembly line,
delivering thing
along a route, being
a cashier)
11. TaskbI
describable with
rules
1: The sk
n
clear, well-known
set of rules on what
is and is not
effective (e.g.
inventing a
product, dealing
with exceptions,
painting a painting,
writing a book)
3: The taskc may be
subject to some
general rules (e.g.
cutting hair
making a chair,
overseeing a
construction site,
driving a car)
5: The task can be
fully described by a
detailed set of rules
(e.g. folding
origami, folowing a
recipe, determining
loan eligibility via

-.

1

3

3

5

55

has

51

t-I

formula)
12.There

is no
need to explain
decisions durng
task execution
impact the lives of

others and require
justification (e.g.
persuasion, long
term planning, lawI making, courtroom
decisions)
1: There is some
need to explain
decisions,
particularly when
people ask
questions (e.g.

55

5

5

55

5

doctors performing

checkups, operating
machinery)

S5:
There is no need
to explain decisions.
The task is only
concerned with
having the correct
output, and does
not depend on the
process through
which the output is
detectiyed ictin

correcl prdc9
the wahr

109

5

5

5

[-ffini-l~
performingtie-'--T
correct calculation,
optimiing
allocation of
resources
determining
quickest route)
13. Task can be
converted to
answering multiple
choice questions
ranking alternative
options, predicting
a number, or
grouping similar
-

-

------------------

ob' eds

I I

-T: Taskfoutpli~does
not have to do with
any of these options
(e.g. lifting objects,
collecting things,
making things)
3: Task output may
have something to
do with
categorizing or
identifying things
but the rules or
criteria are not
clear in advance
and must be
discovered (e.g.
Supervising others,
making sure that a
team stays on
track,
recommending a

I..

1~

1

3

Iplan)
on applying a rule
or pattern,
particularly related
to sorting or
grouping things
(e g. grading food
Iuality recognizing
diagnosing
common conditions,
sorting mai)
14. Long term'
planning is not
require to
successfully
complete the task
K: The task is
concerned with
planning around a
timeline of months
or years (e.g.
supervising research
projects,
constructing
complex buildings,
entrepreneurship,
crafting long term
cancer treatment
plans)
r3: Thetaski
concerned with a
timeline in the
range of weeks or
days or an
indeterminate
amount of time
(e.g. managing
others' workloads,
teaching students a
specific set of

5

5

5

5

5

5

54

5

5

5

1

1

5

5

5

5

5

51

1

1

lessons)-

an immediate
response and isn't
concerned with a
future impact (e.g.
answer questions in
a call center,

objects,

5

5

lifting

performing
calculations)
15.7The task
requires working
with text data or
might require
rorking with text
in the future:
include working
with any text (e.g.
making a

L haburger

110

1

operating
machinery)
3: Task may
include some light
reading (e.g.
reading labels,

33

occasionally reading
directions)
:Task

me udes

heavy text
processing, reading,
or writing (e.g.
reading documents,

5

writing a letter)
t. The task
requires working
with image/video
data or might
re uire workin
with lmge/vidio
data in thefuture:
1: Task does not
require looking at

images or videos, or
otherwise using

1

-

occasionally require

1

-

your eyes (e.g.
having a phone
conversation),.
3: Task may

utilizing images and

video (e.g. greeting
customers, knowig
whether ou're
alone be ore
entering a
password)
I.
5:Tak rquires
analzn imaes
and i
(e.g.

_

~__

finding defects in
I
products, looking at
surveillance footage,
classifying objects
in pictures, facial

_

5

5

5

5

51

1

1

1

1

I

_

5

5

I

1

5

nition)

-

17. The taskrequires working
with speech data or
might require

working with
sp h data in the
fture:
1: Taskdoe~s not
require listening to
or communicating
with spe~ec~h(eah
such as fifting

1

objects, repetitive
assembly work)

may require

occasional listening,
talking, or
communicating
(e.g. construction
work, being a
cashier, financial
-analyst)
:Ta-sk requires
heavy speech

3

processig, or
commumcating

with speech (e.g.
telemarketing,

translating between
languages, giving a

__-A

_

requires working
with other types of
data (other than
text, nnage/video,
and speech):

-

speech, having a
conversation)
18. The task

1: Task-does not
require working

with digital data in
any form (e.g.
making handmade
art)
3:askrepuires

working with some
types of data at a
low frequency (e.g.

performing
restocking tasks at
a grocery store,

3

31

3

testing machines for

111

5Task requires
constant interaction
with machine or
sensor data. (e.g.
monitoring
temperature/weath
er, analyzing
pricing data,
monitoring machine

I

-

5

5

SI

5~

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

performance)

19. Many
components of the
task can be
completed in a
second or less
1: Task takes a long
time to complete
(e.g. making a plan,

~

_______

____ ___ ___ ___

writing a book)
:-ask-caninot be

done instantly, but
also does not
involve much longterm planning (e.g.
performing a
suery, delivering

~Z~A

5:Task

can be7 dolie
instantly, or can be
broken up into
smaller choices that i
can be done
instantly (e.g.
Identifying a

5

5

5

3

3

S

5

5

ii stance,
completion, or
execution of the
task is similar to
the other instances
in how it is done
and these actions
20 k

Scan be measured

VTTics primarily

involves rare or
unique situations
that cannot be
summarized easily
with machinereadable data (e.g.
making strategic
decisions for a
company)
collected but the
data output
structure is highly
varied (e.g.
performing different
types of surgery
wil generate
different kinds of

feedbak

5:&
Data are"'a reedy
available or can be

easily collected (e.g.
customer service
transcripts, text
translation, image
classification, stock

5

5

price movements
21.Actions

5

5

5

____I.

-

inhe

task must be
completed in a very
specific order, and
practicing the task

___

to get better is easy
1: Task nv-olves

many rareoccurring or unique
situations that
make the task hard
to practice (e.g.
therapy,
negotiating)

3: Taskinvoilves
some components
for which a reward
function can be
defined (e.g.
shipping/receiving
in a warehouse,
designing
mechanical
components)
V 5: Sequences ca b
repeated and tested
over and over

__

5

:

5

_

_

hI

_

1L1___

51~~~~

__________
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M

"right" moves that
can be used to
generate rewards
(e.g. video games,
industrial process
optimization,
investment
decision-maing)

95

Total Score

93

102

61

79

93

83

95

45

85

Appendix 4. Packing job pre-automation analysis against machine learning rubric.
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.14
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.14
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44

needed to complete
the task (inputs)
and outputs can be

explicitly specified
in machinereadable format
: t i. er.... --lAficult
or inpossile to
identify particular
inputs and outputs
(e.g. emotions,
ideas, impressions)
3: It is poe to

I]_~iiL

create rankings or

partial
representability of
nputs and outputs
5: It is easy to
quantify results on
a
machine/computer

(e.g. calculations,

3

5

S5

5

5

5

I

3

3

5

51

5

5

concrete inputs and

Outputs)
2. Taik informiatin

is recorded or
recordable by
computer

1: Input anid
training outputs in
separate,

incompatible

1 1

databases, or not

online

at all (e.g.
no dataset exists at

1

al)

I3: Somes inpuits and~~
training outputs
o 7e/can be
observed by
computer (e.g.

sensors can be
installed at low cost

3

3

3

3

3

-

to generate
necessary data

includes places
where images,
video, or sound

data can le

recorded but may
not be yet).

Inaputs and

trainng

f-

outputs

already online in
consistent format

5

(e.g. queries can be
made to a database
to get necessary

5

_5

5

5

5

5

-

information)
3. Task does not

5

- -- - --- i -------------

-

-5:

require a wide

range of complex
outputs (mental
and/or physical)
1:requires a
range of different

mental or physical

I

abilities (e.g.
performing a
difficult surgery,

113

1

i-fp-

.T6T~k

completing an
obstacle course,

actin; in a film,

3

creatig a Ian,
neotiating)

s3:Tsksi reuiirs

moderate variety in
responding and

3

acting (e.g. walking
a dog, supervising a
construction site,
insptg a
bul ding)
5: Tisk requires
very little variety
in thinking or

action/movement

5

5

55

5

5

5

5

5

5

(e.g. sorting mail,

doing taxes,
labeling an image)
4. T~afeedback.

(on the success of
outputs) is
immediate
1: Feedback is
never received or
takes a Ion very

long time (e.g.

predictions may

1

take months or

years until accuracy
can be proven, it

takes years often,

to determine the
success of writing a
business pl
received but

response time is
inconsistent/unclea
r and/or unclear on
if it is beneficial to
progress (e.g.

31 3

3

teaching quality

3

can be measured
through

standardized tests
and observations,
which are neither

immediate nor
long&-erm

[-I

5:~nstant

results/feedback

when the action is
executed (e.g.

calculations can be

S

5

5

5

5

5

~=

5

5

5

immediately
categorized as

either correct or
incorrect)
_
is error tolerant
Aistke i31d~
ii:
lead to serious
harm, injury, or
death to those

n1

involved, or could
lead to lasting
negative
consequences (e.g.

mistake during
surgery, mistake at
a nuclear facility)
3:Anistake wi
have negative
consequences but
can fixed with some
work (e.g. a

construction

3;

mistake, or human
resources shp-up

3

3

3

3

will be noticed and
reprimanded, but

would not result in
termination of

employment or
injury)
6: -A nhtake can be

easily fixed, and

holds few, if any
negative
consequences (e.g. a
slip up n factory
work or mail

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

F

sorting mistakes
could go potentially
unnoticed)
is aItot
important that

114

5

5

-

outputs are
perceived to come

om a

human

1: Task

F_

_7

' - - - --

-- -

-- __ - - _'_

---- -4-

- ---

,;

4---- - --

fundamentally
requires human
connection (e.g.
therapy, teaching,
making a speech,
delivering bad news
like a diagnosis)

3: Task could be~

done by a nonhuman, but might
cause frustration or
inefficiency (e.g.
customer service
5: Task requires
little human
connection,
empathy, or

emotional
intelligence (e.g.
telemarketing,
prepIng taxes,
perorming

15
5

5

_______

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

1-.--.5,5

5,5

5

5

calculations, lifting
boxes)
7. Task doesn-Ot
require complex,
abstract reasoning

1:

----------

Task requires

intuition or highly
involved reasoning
(e.g. writing a plan,

administering

1

therapy, coming up
with a research

1

proposal/plan,
teachin)

3Tas requires
some reasoning, but
can mostly be

broken into welldefined rules (e.g.

3

3

playing chess,
5: Task smaily
perception and des
not require com lex
reasoning skillsi'e.

5

can be done in less
than

5

5,

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1 second)

-.Task is
principally

1~

--

-

------------ 1--

concerned with

matching
information to
concepts, labels,
predictions, or
actions
1: Th akde
not have clear,

consistent inputs or
outputs (e.g. open-

1

ended travel

vacation)
3: The task
potentially has
well-defined inputs
and outputs, but
does not require
mapping of the two
(e.g. middle

I

3

3

management, camp

counselor,

kindergarten
teacher)

&TTlirTasl~as
clear inputs and
outputs. The

purpose of the task
is to determine how
the inputs affect
the outputs (e.g.

translating one
language to
another, matching
an image to words
describing the
unage)

K

5

5

5

5

L___

require detailed,

wide-ranging

conversational
interaction with a
customer or other
person

~
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*~

5

5

F1:

Tsk requires

explaining

something deeply to

3.: Task involves

t_

~

-

communicating but
about a relatively

small, pre-set range
of topics (e.g.

3

giving instructiois
or directions,
answering/asking

specific/common

Lquestions)

___

----------- 4__1__

-

5: Task doesn't
require any form of
communication/con
versation with
another person (e.g.
solving equations,

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

S

5

5

5

5

5

5

lifting objects,
observing
to. Task is hIh7yroutine and
repeated frequently

I
-s

.

E: TasknC- not
routine, and
different

S

approaches must be

I

taken every time
(e.g. negotiating

contracts, fighting a

I fire, treating rare
and specific issues

3: Tsk is routine,
but might be done

differently each

~3

time (e.g. waiting

tables, operating a
multi-purpose

3

machine, teaching a

7

class)
T
ak is ver

repetitive, and
must be done in the
same way each time

5

(e.g. working in an
assembly line,

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

delivering things

alon a route, being
acas ier)
11. Taskis

K

I describable with
rules

clear, well-known
set of rules on what
is and is not
effective (e.g.
inventing a
product, dealing

with exceptions,

painting a painting,
writing a book)_
3 The task i ~

I
-ay

subject to some
general rules (e.g.

3

cutting hair
making a chair,

overseeing a
construction site,
driving a car)

5: The

task casiiW
fully described by a
detailed set of rules
(e.g. folding
origami, following a

-

t---_
_ --+-- --------

another person, or
having a deep
conversation that
cannot be predicted
in advance (e.g.
therapy,
negotiation)

5

5

5

5

5

recipe, determining

loan eligibility via
formula)
12There isn
need to explain
decisions during
task execution

-_--

7

L

1: Decisions highly
impact the lives of
others and require
justification (e.g.

persuasion, long
term planning, lawmaking, courtroom
decisions)

116

3: There is-some
need to explain
decisions,
particularly when
people ask
questions (e.g.
doctors performing
checkups, operating
machinery)
5: There is no need
to explain decisions.
The task is only
concerned with
having the correct
output, and does
not depend on the
process through
which the output is
determined. (e.g.
correctly predicting
the weather,
performing the
correct calculation,
optimizing
allocation of
resources,
determining
quickest route)
13. Ti.sk can b
converted to

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5'

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

S

answering multiple
choice questions,

ranking alternative
options, predicting
a number, or
grouping similar

objects
1: Task output

does
not have to do with
any of these options
(e.g. lifting objects,
collecting things,
makin things)
3- TakoutpYUt-ay~have something to
do with
categorizing or
identifying things
but the rules or
criteria are not
clear in advance
and must be
discovered (e.g.
Supervising others,
making sure that a
team stays on
track,
recommending a

3

Si

plan)

on applying a rule
or pattern,
particularly related
to sorting or
grouping thins
(e.g. gradingood
[uality recognizing
Ces, diagnosing

5

5

5

5

5-

5

51

j_...i..._

common conditions,
sorting mail)
14. Long term

plnnn" is not
to
successfully

require

complete the task
V1: The task is
concerned with
planning around a
timeline of months
or years (e.g.
supervising research
projects,
constructing
complex buildings,
entrepreneurship,
crafting long term
cancer treatment
pl!ans)IL

3: The-tas is
concerned with a
timeline in the
range of weeks or
days or an
indeterminate
amount of time
(e.g. managing
others' workloads,
teaching students a
set of

117

5

F lessons)

task involves
~5The
an immediate

response and isn't
concerned with a
future impact (e.g.
answer questions in
a call center, lifting
objects, performing
calculations)
15. Tie task
requires working
with text data or
might require
working with text
in the ture:
r1: Tsk idoes not
include working
with any text (eg.
making a

ViZiTX2777~

XE
5

1

hamburger,

5

5

1

5

5

5

1

1

1

K-A

_

_

-~

5

11

5

5

1

1

S

5

7-

5

5

5

1

I

1

1

1

operating

machinery)

3
-

3: Task may
include some light
reading (e.g.
reading labels,
occasionally reading
directions)
5:-Takin d
heavy text
processing, reading,
or writing (e.g.
reading documents,
writing a letter)
16. The taskrequires working
with image/video
data or might
reuire working
witImage/video
data in the future:
1:7Task does not
require looking at
or videos, or
images
otherwise using
your eyes (e.g.
havig a phone
conversation)
occasionally require
utilizing images and
video (e.g. etig
owing
customers,
whether you're
alone beore
entering a
passwordL
5: Task requires
analyzing images
and videos (e.g.
finding defects in
products, looking at
surveillance
footage, classifying
objects in pictures,
facial recognitions
17. The tsk~
requires working
with speech data or
might require
working with
speech data in the
future:
1TaisEkldes

3

3-

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

5

5

5

----------- t

----------

not

1

1

1

1

1

ii

1

1

1

1

1

.I--

3

-

require listening to
or communicating
with speech (e.g.
independent tasks
such as lifting
objects repetitive
Lork)
assembhy
3: Tsk may require
occasional listening,
talking, or
communicatin*
(e.g. construction
work, being a
cashier financial
analyst)
u..
....
.
5: Task 'r'e quires
speech
heavy
processing, or
communicating
with speech (e.g.
telemarketing,
translating between
languages, giving a
speech, having a

I
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__________________

___________________________

-

1

1: Task does not
require working
with digital data in
any form (e.
mking han made
: ask requires
working with some
types of data at a
low frequency (e.g.
performing

restocking tasks at
a grocery store,
testing machines for
[maintenance

-

----- ------------ - -

----------J-

-j---j

1

3

3

3

3'

5-:- Tas rVe q uires
constant interaction
with machine or

3

I

4

sensor data. (e.g.

monitoring
temperature/weath
er, analyzing
pricing data,
monitoring machine
performance)
19. Mansy

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

components of the
task can be

completed in a
second or less
1: Task takes a

long time to
complete (e.g.
making a pan

_writing A)boo
3: Task cannot be
done instantly, but

- -

-

-- --------

also does not
involve much long-

1

term planning (e.g.
performing a

surgery, delivering
food
:

instantly, or can be
broken up into

smaller choices that
can be done

5

5

5

S

instantly (e.g.

5

51 5

5

5

5~

5

5

5

5

Identifying a
4picture)
2. 'Each instance,

completion, or
execution of the
task is similar to
the other instances
in how it is done
and these actions

-

&Task-can~
b-idne

conversation)
18. The task
requires working
with other types of
data (other than
text,
e video,

can be measured
I: Task primarily

involves rare or
unique situations
that cannot be

summarized

easily

with machine-

readable data (e.g.
making strategic
decisions for a

comny)
Dlht can^ be
collected but the
data output
structure is highly

varied (e.g.

~1

performing different

types of surgery
wil generate
different kinds of

3

3

3

feedback)
:Data are already
available or can
easily collected (e.g.
customer service

transcripts, text
translation, image

5

5

5

5

5

classification, stock
price movements)

21. Actions in the
task must be
completed in a very
specific order, and
practicing the task

119

5

5

5

5

5

5

F

get better Is
eas
: Task invoves,
many rareoccurring or unique
situations that
make the task hard
to practice (e.g.
therapy,
negotiating)
3: Task -ivolves
some components
for which a reward
function can be
defined (e
shipping/receiving
in a warehouse,
design ing
mechaical
components)
5: Sequences can be
repeated and tested
over and over
again, and there are
"right" moves that
can be used to
generate rewards
(e.g. video games
industrial process
optimization,
investment

to

-

-- 1

3

4--

5 5

- - I - A-- - - -

- I - - - - 4-

1- --j-

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

97

93

91

81

61

99

87

71

97

93

85

89

97

decision-making)

Total Score

93

97

91
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